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yuck to yum

1

kim schuefftan leaned across the table as the espresso machine roared
and hissed and said, “Japanese food in America went from yuck to yum in an
unbelievably short time.”1 It was a hot, humid summer day early in August 2004,
and I was in Japan, in a bakery-café on the lower level of the noisy train station of
the city of Takasaki, an hour outside Tokyo. Schuefftan—Japan resident since
1963, editor of 17 (and ghostwriter of 4) cookbooks during his 22 years with
publisher Kodansha International, and observer of food trends in Japan and
America—had just put his finger on the nub of the question I had been trying to
answer for several months. Japanese food in America had gone from unpopular
ethnic cuisine (very yuck) to haute cuisine (somewhere beyond yum) in the three
years between 1979 and 1982.
It was not that Japanese food, or even that good Japanese restaurants, had
not existed in America before the 1980s. There had been inexpensive Japanese
restaurants in the major coastal cities catering to the ethnic Japanese population and
diners seeking exotic intercultural dining since the 1920s and, beginning in the
1960s, Japanese multinational corporations also “retained star chefs of exquisite
refinement” for the benefit of senior management and the privileged few that
2
moved in their circles. In addition the West Coast entertainment industry and East

Coast finance industries discovered sushi’s suitability for conspicuous consumption
1
2

Kim Schuefftan, interview by author, 7 August 2004.
Clark Wolf, telephone conversation with author, 25 October 2004.
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in the 1970s. Schuefftan had identified not these increases in the quality of Japanese
food available in America, or the increasing numbers of Japanese restaurants in the
American restaurant scene, but rather the adoption within an extremely short time
of Japanese food as a prestige food—haute cuisine—by urban cultural and haute
cuisine elites in America.
Two related phenomena were responsible for this adoption. The first was
the sudden growth in awareness and acceptance of very high-level Japanese
cooking by these elites. The second was the opening of new haute cuisine Japanese
restaurants in major American cities in response to this increase in awareness.
These two phenomena were connected and mutually reinforced through the
influence and speed of the food media in spreading food trends.
This is most noticeable and most easily traced through the media record.
Before 1979, the American print media usually mentioned Japanese food only in
brief articles and only in order to express puzzlement and confusion at its
strangeness and unfamiliarity. After 1979, Japan and its food suddenly received
glowing reviews, in-depth features, and articles in food industry trade publications
and prestige media. This abrupt surge in interest and appreciation argues for a
concomitant change in the status of Japanese food among the demographic that
produced—and was targeted by—these media sources. Japanese haute cuisine thus
seemed to suddenly appear and enter the consciousness of an American cultural
and culinary elite between 1979 and 1982. It has remained there ever since, joining
French food as a touchstone of fine dining and a culinary system with its own
constellation of highly-valued aesthetics.
The adoption of Japanese cuisine by the haute cuisine community is related
to, but separate from, the general increase in the number of Japanese restaurants in
America which took place concurrently with the Japanese economy’s rapid growth
and internationalization after the Second World War. Increasing Japanese affluence
and economic power gave prestige to Japanese culture and created a constant flow
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of business and leisure travel between Japan and America. By the late 1970s,
Japanese multinationals were doing business at high levels in America, and plenty
of wealthy expatriate Japanese employees were living in major American cities.
As Japan became more and more internationalized, the number of Japanese
migrants to America also rose.3 At the same time, American business and leisure
travelers visited Japan and returned having acquired a taste for the food and a desire
to consume it back home. All of these factors, related to the economic expansion
of Japan after the Second World War, have been the traditional explanations for
the distribution and increase in the number and quality of Japanese restaurants in
America: food appears where money exists to pay for it.4
But though the change in mindset among the non-Japanese cultural elite
took place alongside, and was partly facilitated by, this increase in the number of
Japanese restaurants, it was a fundamentally different phenomenon driven more by
the charismatic individuals and personal influence politics of the world of haute
cuisine than by the flow of money. The economic explanation for the increase in
the number of Japanese restaurants in America after the 1960s is robust and
compelling, since the correlations are strong and significant between patterns of
Japanese economic growth and involvement in America and general trends in
restaurant establishment over the same period. However, this structural explanation
is far less useful when used to explain changes in trends over very short periods—as
in the case of Japanese haute cuisine in the early 1980s—especially in the haute
cuisine subsection of the food industry where individual agency and personal
influence are as important as the economics of demand and supply in determining
the direction and magnitude of trends.
Like the diversionary tactics employed by illusionists to conceal everything
else that is going on, robust, compelling explanations tend to expand in their
3
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For a more detailed treatment, see Chapter 2.
James Watson, conversation with author, 30 September 2004.
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attributed explanatory power to become the only explanations. This seems to have
happened in regard to the understanding of the entry and development of Japanese
food in the context of America, where structural change (social, economic, and
demographic) has become the accepted explanation for the entire phenomenon.
In this thesis, I will address part of the hidden history of these three years in
the 1980s, which in turn were part of a larger stream of changes in America and its
relationship with the rest of the world. I will explore the nature of just one of
these strands of history, but one which I believe is among the most important in
this context: the tremendous, yet mostly unexplored, role of personal influence
and individual agency in the transmission of ideas in the world of haute cuisine,
and how agents of personal influence interact with the structural changes that
occur around them.
Detailed research on personal influence within groups is rare, partly
because it is difficult to understand the particularities of their modes of operation
and channels of influence. This is especially true in the realm of haute cuisine,
where knowledge of the importance of individual agency and interpersonal
networks has been obscured by a lack of understanding of the industry’s native
systems of operation and communication and its interactions with the cultural elite.
Much of the research on communications theory comes out of the
quantitative analytic techniques of sociology, while anthropological and
ethnographic analysis is the logical direction to take to better understand the
particularities of individuals and groups. My decision to combine theory, archival
data, media analysis, and interviews in my research methodology attempts to
rectify this problem in the hopes of coming to a better understanding of the haute
cuisine industry’s dynamics, and how those dynamics respond to the actions of
individual agents.
My interviews with people who worked in the haute cuisine industry
showed that, as in high fashion, the channels of information and the networks of
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personal influence in haute cuisine are mutually imbricated and mutually authorial
in the creation of new trends and tastes. The assumption that the same demand and
supply equation applies equally to mass-market foods and to prestige foods does
not work, because of the importance of specific kinds of taste and taste-marketing
in creating both demand and supply in the context of haute cuisine. With this
more detailed knowledge of the information and communications structure of the
haute cuisine industry—knowledge which as far as I can determine has never been
presented in a scholarly context—the actions of individual agents and the fine
structure of cultural change in the industry become much easier to understand.
The change in the elite mindset that this thesis explores is highly correlated
with the publication and American release of Shizuo Tsuji’s landmark book
Japanese Cooking: A Simple Art in 1980, a book with an introduction by Mary
Frances Kennedy (M.F.K.) Fisher, a respected writer and thinker in the American
food world at the time. On the basis of this correlation, I began to look more
closely at Fisher’s involvement in the book through the archive of personal papers
that she left to the Schlesinger Library.
As I became more involved in this archival research, I began to reconstruct
the information transmission networks that Fisher belonged to. I found that Fisher
had a particularly important role in catalyzing the cultural change in the status of
Japanese food in America, a role that is all but unknown today because her actions
were influential at an intermediate stage in the process of information—and
cultural—transmission, a stage which tends not to be retained in the easily
accessible portions of the historical record.
Fisher’s trendsetting power was not the kind of public power wielded by
food critics like Craig Claiborne or prominent chefs like Andre Soltner. These
were the great public food figures whose pronouncements echoed through the
prestige media and the restaurants of the haute cuisine industry and were recorded
in food columns, restaurant guides, and food journalism. Fisher’s influence was
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quieter but more effective, for it extended over these public food figures. Though
she was almost unknown outside the world of food or the prestige media, she
enjoyed an immense reputation in the insider circles of food writing, the prestige
media, and the restaurant industry.
Fisher was one of only a handful of people in the American haute cuisine
industry in the 1970s who was nearly universally respected by chefs and food
writers. By that time, she was also a grand dame of the American prestige media
serving the cultural elite, with connections to, and influence with, journalists and
editors in prestige media outlets like the New York Times, the New Yorker, and the
Los Angeles Times. She also had influence with editors and writers in the specialist
food press, in magazines like the International Magazine of Food and Wine and
Gourmet.
In The Tipping Point, Malcolm Gladwell builds on the communications
research done by Elihu Katz and Paul Lazarsfeld in the mid-1950s to identify
systems of information transmission within certain communities and groups that
depend heavily on the joint action of well-connected individuals, well-informed
individuals, and convincing persuaders; Gladwell calls these people Connectors,
Mavens, and Salesmen.5 The haute cuisine industry in the 1970s was strongly
dominated by a small handful of people who were a combination of the three
types—thought leaders like Fisher—and who were therefore disproportionately
influential in shaping industry trends. Though structural explanations for the
cultural change that brought about the adoption of Japanese food by the culture
elite and the haute cuisine industry are compelling, I believe that a full explanation
of this change is difficult, maybe impossible, without also considering the impact of
these influential thought leaders’ actions.

5

Elihu Katz and Paul F. Lazarsfeld, Personal Influence (Glencoe, IL: Free Press, 1955); Malcolm
Gladwell, The Tipping Point (New York: Little, Brown & Co., 2000), 30-89.
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With this in mind, I reconstruct the history of Fisher’s personal
involvement in the promotion of Japanese food and culinary aesthetics to the haute
cuisine community. In the process I identify the mechanisms of product creation
and the nature of information transmission in the haute cuisine industry, and
characterize the networks of personal influence that persist in haute cuisine and its
associated industries. Fisher’s case then serves to illustrate the magnitude of
personal influence and the mechanisms through which that personal influence
operates to profoundly affect the transmission of information in the haute cuisine
community.
The specificity of this research—one type of food, one set of individuals, a
time frame of less than ten years—seems insignificant in the context of the
enormous variety of influences on cultural change at all levels in American society
across the years, but it is valuable even if only to add detail and nuance to the
explanation from large-scale structural causes. This research clearly shows that a
monothematic explanation of a complex phenomenon (e.g., economic change as
sole determinant of cultural change), however eloquent and powerful it may
appear, does not take into account all the factors involved.
Beyond filling the gaps of structuralism, this micro-history of cultural
change also illuminates the importance of understanding how agency and structure
interact and are continuous with each other. It shows the importance of
combining both structure- and agent-oriented analysis in cultural studies and
communications research. It reiterates the often-forgotten—and currently
academically unfashionable—importance of pivotal individuals in determining the
actions and values of the groups they belong to, as well as the ease with which the
social memory of their actions and influence disappears.

1
another gastronomic planet

these days, japanese food is an ethnic food commonly available in america,
like Chinese and Korean, Italian and Greek. Those seeking to explain the wide
availability of Japanese edibles usually resort to a fundamentally economic
explanation: demand creates its own supply, food appears where the money is,
Japanese restaurants open to serve people who eat Japanese food. As a result, the
explanation for the upward trend in the adoption of Japanese food in America is
largely structural—it relies on patterns of structural (demographic, economic, and
social) change to explain patterns in the prevalence of Japanese restaurants since the
beginning of the Japanese economic miracle in the 1960s.
At best, this explanation is incomplete, for it largely disregards the peculiar
path Americans have taken in adopting Japanese food. Though Japanese food is an
ethnic cuisine, it is qualitatively distinct in that its haute cuisine component—
negligible in most ethnic cuisines—is disproportionately important compared to
the usual low- to mid-priced eateries. Japanese cuisine has scaled heights previously
unthinkable for a non-Western cuisine, if the New York Times’s influential food
reviews are a barometer of its importance on the contemporary culinary playing
field: in December 2004, Times critic Frank Bruni gave Masa, a sushi restaurant in
the Time-Warner Center, a four-star review (representing an “extraordinary
restaurant”—the highest possible accolade) in recognition of the restaurant’s ability
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to “engineer discrete moments of pure elation that few if any other restaurants can
match.”1
But even before Bruni’s Masa review, the New York Times’s coverage of
Japanese cuisine in recent years demonstrated the degree to which Japanese food is
now considered haute cuisine: Julia Moskin, one of the Times’s influential food
critics and a prominent cookbook author in her own right, considers the recent
spate of upscale Japanese restaurant openings in New York to be a sure sign that
Japanese cooking is coming to maturity in the field of American haute cuisine. In a
January 2004 feature article, she argued that Japanese culinary techniques and
aesthetics have been influencing top chefs in the haute cuisine industry for decades,
citing Aquavit chef Marcus Samuelsson’s remark that “the New York chefs I know
have always been obsessed with Japanese food.” Moskin also observed that “for
refinement [in food and presentation, chefs have long known that] nothing can
compare to the gaspingly elegant cuisine of kaiseki.”2
Though Moskin’s article leaves the reader with the impression that
Japanese food has been a part of the haute cuisine establishment in America for a
very long time, this impression is not completely accurate. As recently as the late
1

2

Frank Bruni, “Sushi at Masa Is a Zen Thing,” The New York Times, 29 December 2004. Many have
derided Bruni’s review since its publication. The New Yorker, for example, recently ran a satirical
article by John Kenney mocking the tone of subservient devotion that Bruni adopted to describe
the food and ambience at Masa (“Shouts and Murmurs: Your Table is Ready,” The New Yorker, 14
& 21 February 2005). However, Bruni became the Times restaurant critic with no previous
professional experience as a restaurant reviewer, and these are critiques more of Bruni’s breathless
style of writing than of the quality of the food at Masa.
Julia Moskin, “Flavors fresher than sushi,” New York Times, 7 January 2004. The kaiseki Moskin
refers to is the analogue of haute cuisine in the Japanese culinary tradition, and in her article, she
explains that it is “the formal Japanese tea ceremony that is also a Zen Buddhist meditative
technique.” Moskin’s description is not entirely accurate. No definitive research has yet been done
on the origins and development of kaiseki, and many of the scholars I spoke to in Kyoto subscribed
to the romanticized and oversimplified idea that kaiseki was first introduced as a prelude to the
rigorously formalized, often Zen-associated tea ceremony. This austere meal of one soup and three
dishes (ichiju-sansai) was called kaiseki, and written 懐石 (a reference to the warmed stone monks
placed in their kimono belts to stave off hunger during the winter), with the more elaborate, multicourse 会席 kaiseki developing later. Current research indicates that kaiseki in fact evolved out of the
aristocratic twelfth-century multi-course honzen-ryori, with the austere 懐石 form breaking off as a
reaction against honzen-ryori’s extravagance, and the 会席 form continuing to refine that already
elaborate culinary system. In the nine centuries since, the two styles have diverged and converged
repeatedly such that it is difficult to give a simple account of modern kaiseki’s genealogy.
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1970s, high-cultural interest in Japanese food was minimal and French cuisine was
the only one recognized by the elite as haute cuisine. Though the Los Angeles
entertainment industry and New York’s banking and finance industries had
discovered sushi’s value as an item of conspicuous consumption by the end of the
1970s, the haute cuisine elites continued to largely ignore the rest of Japanese
cuisine outside of sushi.3 Despite this relatively parlous existence, Japanese food
abruptly shot into the limelight and became acclaimed by the culture elite as haute
cuisine over the short period of time from 1979 to 1982.
As the following brief history of the Japanese food industry in America will
show, even the enormous structural changes (economic, cultural, and
demographic) leading up to the late 1970s did no more than stimulate a consistent
but relatively mild interest in Japanese food in America outside the immigrant and
expatriate Japanese population. This gradually and consistently increasing interest
abruptly skyrocketed from 1979 to 1982. While a large part of the evolution in
how the American elite perceived Japanese food is doubtless a result of large-scale
structural forces, the rapidity of Japanese cuisine’s adoption into the closelyguarded arena of American haute cuisine in the early 1980s suggests that other
finer-scale factors that were more localized in effect were at work as well.
""#""
The reception of Japanese food in America has changed most quickly in the last
half-century. Anthropologist Theodore Bestor writes that the ubiquity and cachet
of sushi connoisseurship in America today makes it difficult to believe that before
1960, most non-Japanese Americans—even cosmopolitan, well-traveled ones—
4

thought Japanese cuisine was intensely unpleasant, if not downright repellent.

3
4

Mimi Sheraton, telephone conversation with author, 4 November 2004
Theodore C. Bestor, “How Sushi Went Global,” Foreign Policy 121, no. 6 (2000): 56. As Bestor
puts it, “from an exotic, almost unpalatable ethnic specialty, then to haute cuisine of the most
rarefied sort, sushi has become not just cool, but popular.” Approximately the same progression can
be traced with the idea of Japanese food as haute cuisine in America.
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Comparing accounts from the first encounters with Japan through the World Wars
a gradual trend of acceptance can be detected, but Japanese food only began to
really gain ground on the American palate—and even then, only slowly—after the
economic, demographic, and social changes of the 1960s.
Complaints about the revolting nature of Japanese food take up a
disproportionate amount of the commentary by the first Americans to visit Japan.
Isabella Bird’s popular account of her travels in Meiji-era Japan conveys the general
tenor of these accounts. Bird’s disgust is almost palpable when she writes of the
“fishy and vegetable abominations known as ‘Japanese food’ which can only be
swallowed and digested by a few, and that after long practice.”5 As Richard
Hosking puts it, by this time “we are moving into a period in which Western
visitors believed that only the Japanese could eat Japanese food.”6 This late
nineteenth-century perception of Japanese food persisted, little changed, up until
the Second World War. “Japan’s Diet Dictator,” in the July 1939 Commentator,
portrays the food of Japan as implicitly barbarous, the Japanese as a people who
would eat “weeds, roots and even insects”: “Even more important than finding
new foods … is the proper exploitation of the more common edibles. Fish heads,
bones, scales, skin and guts are now pulverized and [made into] croquettes … It is
asserted that they actually are more nutritious than meat.”7 Edgar Laytha’s article
for The Commentator was conspicuously absent any mention of the importance to
the Japanese of taste or sensory pleasure from food; it presented Japan’s insecure
food supply as the cause for the Japanese penchant for relentlessly reducing food to
pure nutriment, with no aesthetic value.

5
6

7

Isabella L. Bird, Unbeaten Tracks in Japan (London: John Murray, 1888), 19.
Richard Hosking, “The Fishy and Vegetable Abominations Known as Japanese Food,” in Food on
the Move: Proceedings of the Oxford Symposium on Food and Cookery 1996, ed. Harlan Walker (Totnes,
UK: Prospect Books, 1996), 129. Hosking’s paper gives a comprehensive survey of the early
Western responses to Japanese food, most of which were overwhelmingly negative.
Edgar Laytha, “Japan’s Diet Dictator,” The Commentator, July 1939, 32, 34.
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After World War Two, the emphasis on the adulterated food of Japan
continued, a consequence of the troubles Japan faced in keeping the wolf from the
door: a 1953 Time article titled “Bitter Rice” reported that “after floods, typhoons
and the wettest summer in 50 years, Japan measured her rice crop last week and
found it 2,000,000 tons short. The Ministry of Agriculture’s verdict: the worst crop
in twelve years … Alarmed, the ministry announced plans to speed up home
production of artificial rice, a compound of wheat, starch and 10% rice. The
Minister of Agriculture’s wife said that she had secretly fed her husband artificial
rice for two months, and ‘he never knew the difference.’”8 Japanese food was
meager and aesthetically-bankrupt—fuel for the body rather than inspiration for
the soul—and the Japanese palate was not much better.9
Only in the early 1960s did this perception among non-Japanese Americans
begin to change, and even then, only slowly. Magazines with large circulations
such as Good Housekeeping and House Beautiful began to run features with titles like
“Foods with a foreign flavor: tempura,”10 and “Discovery of another gastronomic
planet.”11 While still reflecting the American perception of Japanese food as
essentially alien and unfamiliar, these articles finally acknowledged and framed it as
a cuisine with gastronomic or aesthetic value.
The changing demographic of America, and the growing Japanese
economic presence played a large part in this dramatic change from viewing
Japanese food as fish-scale croquettes and abominations to viewing it as actual
food. As Japanese populations in America increased in size and affluence, exposure
to—and demand for information about—Japanese food and culture increased
concomitantly. The conventional explanation for the broad trend toward

8
9

10
11

“Bitter Rice,” Time, 12 October 1953, 34.
Other articles in the same vein include Egerton Charles Grey’s Asia essay, “Has Japan Enough to
Eat?” (1928), and “U.S. Cuts Relief Food for Japan” in The Christian Century (1960).
E. Christensen, “Foods with a foreign flavor: tempura,” Good Housekeeping, August 1960, 10-11.
E. Gordon, “Discovery of another gastronomic planet,” House Beautiful, August 1960, 76-79.
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increasing numbers of Japanese restaurants in the industry as a whole is to attribute
it to a combination of simple demographic change and growth in the Japanese
economic presence in America over time. The 1960s, 1970s, and early 1980s
marked a distinct surge in Japanese economic power after the Second World War.
From 1965 to 1975, the gross domestic product (GDP) of Japan grew by 115,463
billion yen, and by another 169,271 billion yen in the next 10 years from 1975 to
1985 (see Fig. 1).12
Much of this new wealth found its way to America, with corresponding
effects on the Japanese component of the American demographic. Japanese
corporations set up outposts in America, and the growing economic presence of
Japan brought an affluent expatriate Japanese population with it. The 1970s and
early 1980s saw the number of Japanese living in the United States almost triple
from the 1960s (see Fig. 2).13 The growing population of wealthy ethnic Japanese
people demanded more familiar (and more authentic) Japanese things, food being
among the most important. A 1981 article in New York magazine entitled “The
Japanning of New York” cites an observation by Yosuke Mori, a manager with
Mitsubishi in New York that “there are more Japanese restaurants, newspapers,
movies” compared to when he first arrived in America in the 1960s.14
This demographic change underscores the increasing availability of
authentically Japanese things in America, and while New York magazine described
what was no doubt an extreme case, the growth of the Japanese presence in
America in the 1980s is incontrovertible. A 1978 Japan Society report notes that
“not since the days of the British and Dutch trading companies that helped found
the American colonies have there been active in the Western world commercial

12
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Statistics Bureau, Japan Statistical Yearbook 1980 (496-501); 1990 (555-562); 2000 (138-141) (Tokyo:
Government of Japan Printing Office).
Japan Statistical Yearbook 1990, 46; Japan Statistical Yearbook 2000, 54.
Pete Hamill and Michiko Miyamoto, “The Japanning of New York,” New York, 17 August 1981.
Yosuke Mori cited in “The Japanning of New York.”
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enterprises that rival the contemporary large Japanese trading companies [operating
in America from New York and other major cities].”15
In addition to increasing numbers of Japanese expatriates, there was an
organic change in the naturalized Japanese population as it emerged from the
shadow of the Second World War. The increasing prevalence of Japanese
restaurants during this period is likely due in part to the successful acculturation of
naturalized immigrants, which was in turn made easier by Japan’s increased
prominence on the world economic scene. Anthropologist Susan Kalcik observes
that first-generation immigrants who are insecure in their new country often
choose to stop consuming ethnic foods because they are markers of low status and
a strong connection to immigrant roots.16 For subsequent generations, especially
those having naturalized successfully (as was largely the case with the Japanese after
the Second World War), such an impulse would have been negligible, and it is
even conceivable that ethnic foodways would have been embraced as positive
affirmations of Japanese identity. This factor worked in tandem with an increasing
inclusiveness with respect to ethnicity and especially ethnic foods—Heather Schell
writes that a small but growing proportion of Americans at this time believed that
“the ability to eat ethnic food signified worldliness and cultural knowledge”17—to
encourage the proliferation of Japanese restaurants in America.
By the end of the 1960s, as Japanese foods became more familiar especially
in cosmopolitan areas, the non-Japanese perception of Japanese food began to shift
from focusing solely on exoticism to including qualitative taste evaluations of
Japanese food. In their 1969 article for Holiday,18 Barbara Norman and Kazuko
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Ibid.
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Tatsumura describe the growing popularity of very upscale gourmet Japanese
restaurants in New York City. This was the beginning of what might be described
as a high-cultural, elite interest in Japanese food. Much of their article is devoted
to the distinctive nature of Japanese cooking, as in their description of tempura:
“Tempura is deep-fried, batter-dipped food … When described, it sounds little
different from American deep-fried, batter-dipped foods, or fritters, yet tempura is
subtly but distinctly Japanese.” Though Norman and Tatsumura still describe the
consumption of Japanese food (in this case, tempura) as the combination of “a
delicious dinner with a good show [of something foreign and thus spectacular],”19
the emphasis in the article (and by implication, in the reception by the anticipated
audience at this time) has shifted away from the previous obsession with exoticism
and unfamiliarity, to an increasing desire to also understand and appreciate the
technical sophistication and connoisseurship involved in Japanese cooking.
The slow adoption of Japanese food before the 1980s was fostered by
another, perhaps less evident, factor: the affinity between Japanese cookery and the
social role that the restaurant came to adopt in urban life around that time. Dining
Out, Joanne Finkelstein’s sociology of the modern meaning of food in the public
domain, describes the modern restaurant as not just a purveyor of prepared foods,
but also a “diorama of desire”20 that aims at a simulation of reality that outdoes
reality by being more real than real. Along similar lines, David Bell and Gill
Valentine argue that the public location of professional cooking leads to its
stratification and elitist attraction, because “in a restaurant, everything we eat and
the ways we eat it are on constant display, under continual surveillance.”21 To this
end, Finkelstein holds that the success of the modern restaurant depends as much
on its service and ambience as it does on the quality of the food—if not more.
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This much is suggested by the emphasis restaurant reviews place on décor, service,
and atmosphere. As Finkelstein notes, “the quality of the comestibles is always
described but with variable importance: the food alone, even if outstanding,
cannot provide recommendation enough to dine at a particular restaurant,
however, in the reverse situation, when a restaurant has other attractions such as an
international reputation, a spectacular view, or an extraordinary décor, despite
poor cuisine one should not be put off dining there.”22
This modern sense of the restaurant as a place in which to act out the social
habit of dining out aligns well with both the attention to presentation and ritual
that characterizes the Japanese haute cuisine experience, and the unfamiliar and
exclusive nature of Japanese cuisine in the 1970s. Examining Norman and
Tatsumura’s review of New York City Japanese restaurants in this context, it
becomes clear that they too pay close attention to “the importance the Japanese
attach to surroundings,” and take special care to point out that “the interiors of
several were designed in Japan, executed in Japan, and assembled in New York by
carpenters from Japan. The china or pottery is imported from Japan, as are the
chefs and some of the ingredients of the meals.”23 In line with Finkelstein’s analysis
of the ideal restaurant as a place of performance, Norman and Tatsumura also
detail the presentative and performative aspects of dining at a Japanese restaurant:
they note that with Japanese gourmet food, “to eat elegantly is to eat a succession
of small tidbits, presented one after the other [to better highlight the qualities of
each individual dish],” and explain that the appeal of the Benihana chain of
restaurants lies in the virtuosity and “dexterous speed” with which the chef
prepares the food.
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The dining arrangement at the popular Benihana chain of teppanyaki
restaurants further underscores the importance of performance in the Japanese
restaurant as interpreted in the American context:
[Patrons dine at] large rectangular mahogany tables [that] have a huge flat grill or
hot plate inset in them. All cooking is done [in full view of patrons] by one of
the chefs, who occupies the full length of the table on one side; eight customers
can be seated on the remaining sides.25

This seems less an arrangement designed for dining and more a stage for the chef as
performer and the diners as audience. Roland Barthes’s analyses of Japanese
cookery capture this strongly-expressed characteristic of simulating an idealized
reality. Barthes perceives the act of cooking Japanese food as one that creates a
product “whose meaning is not final but progressive, exhausted, so to speak, when
its production has ended: it is you who eat, but it is he [the chef] who has played,
who has written, who has produced,” and the Japanese meal as one composed of a
“collection of fragments” each of which is “the ornament of another ornament.”26
The Japanese restaurant, as a purveyor of Japanese cuisine, is thus comparatively
better placed to satisfy the modern desire for performative dining than restaurants
serving other types of food. It also has the added benefit of not sacrificing taste to
appearance, service, or ambience.
The growth of aesthetic and gastronomic interest in Japanese food outside
the Japanese community in the late 1970s was probably also partly connected to a
sustained fascination with Japanese design. Mimi Sheraton, long-time food editor
of the New York Times, recalls that the 1970s was a time in which Japanese and
Scandinavian art, furniture, and fabrics became popular because of their restrained,
minimalist aesthetic. This interest culminated in “Japan Today,” a three-month
celebration, in the spring and summer of 1979, of modern Japanese culture and
aesthetics in America. Lavishly funded by a consortium of Japanese multinationals
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and the National Endowment for the Humanities and Arts, “Japan Today” was a
massive event featuring over 500 exhibitions and other events in seven major
American cities. “The project,” Newsweek observed in 1979, “has political
overtones: ‘We are now in a position in the world,’ says Mrs. Sadako Ogata, a
minister with the Japanese mission to the U.N., ‘where it is necessary for us to
communicate,’” and the “Japan Today” exhibitions effectively communicated to
American visitors both the differences and the parity between Japan and America,
especially in the realm of art, aesthetics, and cultural production.27
Famed designer Arata Isozaki designed the “Japan Today” exhibition at the
Cooper-Hewitt Museum entitled “Ma: Space/Time in Japan” expressly to convey
the fundamentally different aesthetic philosophy of Japan through the inclusion of
“a portion of a No stage, a half-scale model of a teahouse, sculpture, photographs,
ukiyo-e woodblock prints by the 19th-century master Hiroshige, and a ‘sacred place’
28
of fences, white pebbles and bamboo poles and ropes” and was described as

“pleased when viewers and critics emerged from the show shaking their heads in
confusion.”29 The exhibition showed the cultural elites instrumental in the world
of haute cuisine that Japanese aesthetics were on par with (but radically different
from) Western aesthetic systems. “Japan Today” thus also played a part in
legitimizing for American cultural elites the parity between the aesthetics of the
French and Japanese haute cuisines cuisines.
The major structural factors outlined above—economics, demographics,
and the changing social milieu of dining out and design exposure—resulted in a
growing fascination with a still-surprising, highly dramatic cuisine and respect for it
as good (if unfamiliar) food. This was a radical and positive change from viewing it
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as an assemblage of “fishy and vegetable abominations,” but it was, above all, still
minimal in extent, and in no way constituted the endorsement of Japanese food as
haute cuisine. On its own, the structural factors outlined above would not have
created a modern-day cult of Japanese haute cuisine in America. As Craig
Claiborne, writing for the New York Times in 1974, observes,
there are scores of Japanese dishes which, orally described, come off as passing
strange to the Western ear. Who can persuade John Doe that there is much to be
said in a positive sense for cooked chrysanthemum leaves ... and pickled petals of
the chrysanthemum flower? And if John Doe has mastered the art of eating raw
fish in sashimi and sushi, who can persuade him that the one of the greatest
palatable pleasures in that category is chilled raw lobster tail?30

Claiborne’s blunt commentary highlights the sophistication implicit in
high-cultural connoisseurship of Japanese food, and the formidable obstacles that
had to be overcome before the cultural elite he wrote for could accept and
appreciate Japanese food on its own terms. Though appropriate cultural and
demographic context existed for the popularization of Japanese cookery in the late
1970s and early 1980s, a powerful catalyst—in the form of the endorsement of
influential agents—was still necessary to bring about the sudden adoption of
Japanese cuisine by the haute cuisine establishment.
""#""
What remains most interesting about the history of Japanese food in America is
how that slow, steady growth in high-cultural interest and acceptance of Japanese
food suddenly skyrocketed after 1979. By 1982, Sallie Williams, in her
authoritative guide to plating and food presentation, The Art of Presenting Food,
would observe that “the influence of the cuisine of Japan—a nation dedicated to
the fine art of eating with a total respect for the quality and individual taste of each
ingredient and element of every dish—is perhaps the greatest growing influence on
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food presentation in America today.”31 Everyone I spoke to in the haute cuisine
industry agreed that apart from this gradual background growth in the number of
forgettable Japanese restaurants (what Kim Schuefftan called “the yuck”) there was
also an enormous explosion of interest in Japanese food in the highest circles of
haute cuisine from 1979 through 1982 that seemed to appear out of nowhere.32
This is especially interesting and difficult to explain considering the
culinary conservatism of the cultural elite of America, a characteristic to which
commentators on American food culture repeatedly return. Particularly, this
conservatism affects the reception of ethnic foods. Writing in 1976, culinary
scholars and historians Waverley Root and Richard de Rochemont argued that,
The entry of Hawaii into the United States provided a test case of the instinctive
American rejection of any foods incorrigibly foreign to the eating habits
imported from the British Isles … For good or for ill, the United States was
perhaps a political melting pot, perhaps a cultural melting pot, perhaps an ethnical
melting pot, but it is not a culinary melting pot. Its capacity for digesting esoteric
gastronomic contributions is narrowly limited … The cuisines which were most
successful in infiltrating American kitchens were those which resembled the
cooking of England—Dutch and German, for instance … More exotic cuisines,
even those which originated in the United States itself, but in response to foreign
inspiration, are not felt to be native, but alien.33

John and Karen Hess, writers and observers of American food habits, also noted
that, at least in 1977, the food press in America considered French cuisine the only
legitimate gourmet cuisine.34 The Hesses and Root and de Rochemont both
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identified the presence of a barrier to the entry of any alien cuisine into
mainstream American foodways and, by implication, a tremendous barrier to entry
to the rarefied upper echelons of American gastronomy.35
Taken together with the glacial pace with which structural factors
stimulated the adoption of Japanese food, it should be considered even more
unusual that Japanese food—replete with textures and flavors completely alien to
the American palate—infiltrated the upper echelons of American high culture at
all, let alone at the tremendous speed at which that infiltration occurred.36 Yet, in
the course of those three years from 1979 through 1982, Japanese food and
cookbooks were all over the prestige media, and celebrity chefs were suddenly
aware of Japanese ingredients, techniques, and presentation, and were
experimenting with them with great success. Japanese food was becoming big in
the world of haute cuisine in a way that was completely unprecedented for an
alien, ethnic cuisine.
When it comes to explaining the micro-scale texture of patterns like
Japanese food’s sudden adoption by the American culture elite, the secular, largescale structural factors that had such explanatory power with regard to broad trends
become far less useful. Only by incorporating an analysis of factors with more
localized effects can these micro-scale textures be understood. Given the
individualistic nature of haute cuisine, a combined understanding of structure and
individual agency is more likely to be able to explain how Japanese cuisine
managed to penetrate the hermetic world of American haute cuisine when it did,
as quickly as it did, and the way it did. In other words, the highly idiosyncratic,
personality-driven world of haute cuisine requires, in addition to the contextual,
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secular, large-scale structural explanations for trends and events, a finer-scale agentoriented explanation as well.
For that explanation, I turned to the agents themselves.

2
the food intelligentsia

the contrast between the slow general growth of the japanese food
industry from the 1960s to the late 1970s, and the specificity and magnitude of the
adoption of Japanese food by the American haute cuisine establishment between
1979 and 1982 suggests that large-scale structural factors were not the only ones
influencing the adoption of Japanese food during that short span of time. If we
look more closely at the nature and organization of the haute cuisine industry since
the 1970s, it is fair to say that these other factors were on the other end of the scale
spectrum—powerful agents (and networks of these agents) with great influence
over the industry. Despite the appearance of continuity in haute cuisine as the
preserve of the monied classes through the ages, modern haute cuisine in America
has a very different internal dynamic and organizational logic than, for example,
the haute cuisine of imperial France, or even the haute cuisine of America in the
1950s. Haute cuisines—subset cuisines that are regarded as high relative to the
culinary systems to which they belong—began as an outcome of the structure of
social organization and stratification, but post-1970s American haute cuisine has
since evolved in response to its changing social context to take on characteristics of
an industry driven as much by large-scale structures as by the influence of powerful
individuals and the networks to which they belong.
Historian Felipe Fernández-Armesto observes that high cuisine is the
relatively recent result and indicator of structural organization and hierarchization
since “socially differentiating cuisines … occurred relatively late in history, and
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until remarkably recently, were found only in some parts of the world.”1 Though
there have been many high cuisines, the canonical cuisine of the French imperial
court has become the archetype of traditional haute cuisine. As recorded and
institutionalized by chefs la Varenne, Vatel, Careme, Soyer, and Escoffier, and
memorialized in the first true gastronomic novel, La Vie et la Passion de Dodin2
Bouffant, Gourmet, by Marcel Rouff (1920), classical French haute cuisine

emphasized the elaboration of technique and labor, the use of rare and costly
ingredients, and the close association with national identity more than other high
cuisine did at the time. Jean Anthelme Brillat-Savarin, nineteenth-century French
magistrate and gastronome, wrote in his seminal Physiology of Taste that
gastronomy is the intelligent knowledge of whatever concerns man’s
nourishment … the subject matter of gastronomy is whatever can be eaten; its
direct end is the conservation of individuals; and its means of execution are the
culture which produces, the commerce which exchanges, the industry which
prepares, and the experience which invents means to dispose of everything to the
best advantage.3

As Brillat-Savarin understood it, gastronomy encompassed an
interdisciplinary knowledge of the multiple areas that impinge on the nourishment
of individuals and groups. But even though haute cuisine (the discipline) and
gastronomy (the subject of study) are both concerned at the most basic level with
the feeding of people, they cannot be construed as basic disciplines: subsistence
farmers may try their best to make what they have taste good enough to eat, but
they are not engaging in the cultured study of eating when they do it. In France
and wherever high cuisines developed, gastronomy was the result of luxury and
leisure—it could only be cultivated when the wolf was far from the door.
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As with the other fine arts, gastronomy thus had a high probability of
arising only in highly-specialized societies with ample surpluses of time, people,
4
and food. Nor are class and political stratification sufficient to produce

differentiated cuisines. Anthropologist Jack Goody observes that even after
stratification had occurred along class and political lines, some degree of cultural
stratification was necessary before high food could evolve. The classics of
gastronomical thought and action show this general trend to be true. Cultural as
well as political differentiation was necessary to produce grand feasts like those
given by Lucullus, the kings of the Holy Roman Empire, and the empires of
Renaissance Europe, and works of gastronomical inquiry like The Deipnosophists of
Athenaeus, Qing scholar Yuan Mei’s Reflections from the Garden of Leisure,5 the
Pantropheon of nineteenth-century French chef Alexis Soyer,6 and Brillat-Savarin’s
Physiology of Taste.7
The national character of traditional high cuisines results from the close
associations they have with their originating localities. High cuisines differentiate
out from the low cuisines from which they originate, and while the evolution of
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the world’s high cuisines may differ in detail, they likely share the same gross
morphology. Within the context of larger national cuisines, recognizably distinct
and qualitatively different subset cuisines developed, differentiated by the quality
and variety (but frequently also quantity) of materials used and by the degree of
technical refinement and skill necessary to prepare these materials.8
Goody notes that the advent of systems of writing and record-keeping
allowed these high cuisines to be “embodied in the written form so as to create a
core of practices and recipes that could be subjected to further elaboration in the
9
kitchens and libraries of the rich.” Continuous refinement with reference to an

established set of practices and recipes gave these high culinary systems continuity
and coherence while allowing them to develop and incorporate new ingredients
and influences. Though these cuisines frequently incorporated exotic foreign
ingredients as they became available, they remained identifiably national, and tied
to their preferred methods of preparation, flavors, and presentations.
These were the first true high cuisines, the court cuisines of the ancient
classical world, China, France, and Japan. They were the cuisines which denoted
high status in the context of their respective systems of food consumption.
Quantity, quality, and variety of material and preparation in these high cuisines
indicated high social status because of the implicit and explicit costs of food.
Variety was often commensurate to the distance the foodstuff had to travel before
consumption and thus represented wealth or social standing in terms of the ability
to afford and command such transport cost;10 quality and quantity of preparation,
in the same way, represented a cost in time and labor which could only be
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afforded by the wealthy or noble.11 In terms of their physical composition and
processes of preparation, traditional high cuisines were the embodiment of the
local and national distributions of economic and social capital necessary to bring
them into being, and thus of the cultural hierarchies that grew out of those
distributions of capital.
""#""
This archetype of haute cuisine as a highly-localized, stable, structurallydetermined system of high cuisine is no longer completely applicable to haute
cuisine in post-1970s America. As a product of social and cultural context, haute
cuisine responds to changing contexts by changing; the social and cultural context
of America and the international culinary community has given rise to a modern
American haute cuisine that is much less determined by structural factors than the
high cuisines that came before it. Once placed in the increasingly internationalized
modern culinary environment, contemporary haute cuisine evolved into a
dramatically different creature that represents the latest development in the
trajectory of how social differentiation is marked in food. Contemporary haute
cuisine is no longer stabilized by the cultural hierarchies that arose out of persistent
local economic and social structures; it has become much less stable and much
more heavily influenced by individual agents.
By way of example, the association of the French classical haute cuisine
with the cuisine bourgeois and the cuisine grand-mère, and with the material
production and social organization of France becomes less relevant when French
12

haute cuisine restaurants run by American-trained chefs appear in Singapore.
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Thus, it is possible for high Tuscan to be a haute cuisine even outside Tuscany, or
for Vietnamese imperial dishes to be haute cuisine outside Vietnam. Still the
province of elites, haute cuisines are no longer tied to a specific locality. Where
high cuisines previously had to exist in dialectic with their associated low cuisines,
they can now be haute in relation to any low cuisine.
More importantly, as a reified expression of high status, haute cuisine is no
longer stable. Almost exactly the opposite is true, now that haute cuisine trends
come in waves and appear to materialize out of nowhere. Since changing cultural
and social contexts have almost completely uncoupled contemporary American
haute cuisine from its traditional structural determinants of culinary tradition,
geography, and social structure, it has become prone to rapid change, and
individual agency has become more important than before in determining its form.
The frequency of unusual trends in the industry is proof enough of this.
The most memorable example in recent history occurred around 1983 when a
wave of Cajun-spiced, blackened redfish washed over the American restaurant
landscape. Spreading out from Paul Prudhomme’s New Orleans restaurant KPaul’s, blackened redfish swiftly entered the menus of restaurants in first the major
cities and then, it seemed, everywhere—all in the space of two years. Blackened
redfish became emblematic of Cajun cooking and indicative of the quality of the
establishment. By 1985, “blackened redfish and crawfish étouffeé [had become]
13
culinary musts for the well-heeled diner.” Blackened redfish became so popular

that redfish stocks in the Gulf of Mexico were fished down to dangerously low
levels. In a January 1986 article for the New York Times, William Schmidt reports
that, “driven by demand among wholesalers and restaurateurs keen to cash in on
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the trend, commercial landings of redfish have more than doubled from 1982 to
1984, to 5.5 million pounds.”14
How and why a dish Prudhomme invented in the 1970s based on a
blackening technique over two centuries old suddenly appeared on menus
everywhere in the 1980s remains a mystery to most people who think that haute
cuisine supply is led by demand. It is certain that patrons of haute cuisine
restaurants all over the country did not develop on their own an overnight craving
for a dish which had been on offer in the Commander’s Palace for almost a
decade. Observers and food critics were hard-pressed to reconcile the abrupt
appearance of what became known as “the blackened redfish craze”—forerunner
of the later Cajun craze—with traditional ideas of the sequential events of patrons
demanding foods and restaurants giving them what they wanted. Both
contemporary and retrospective commentators on the issue threw up their
figurative hands and ignored the question of causality, focusing instead on the
rapidity and simultaneity with which both chefs and diners became enamored with
the dish in the early 1980s.15
The simultaneity with which trends emerge in both the consumers and
producers of contemporary haute cuisine suggests that the determining individual
agency is not that of the consumer alone, as an economistic view—that of supply
satisfying demand—might suggest. Frank Bruni, currently a food critic for the New
York Times, captures the latest incarnation of this phenomenon of simultaneity in
an article written for the Times in October 2004 about the uniformity of offerings
on the menus of upscale Manhattan restaurants. Bruni writes that these restaurants
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“kneel before the gods of conformity, and those gods will not be denied their tuna
tartare.” Ostensibly ethnic restaurants—Bruni visits Vietnamese, Indian, Italian,
and Chinese restaurants, among others—serve remarkably similar foods, and he
argues that it is because “chef after chef dips into the same well of ideas (Miso
black cod, anyone?), caters to the same customer cravings (truffle oil for everyone!)
16

and rummages through the same, surprisingly finite larder.”

But the issue is not only that the chefs are drawing from the same sources
of inspiration, but also that diners are demanding the same things. Bruni thinks the
homogeneity of restaurant food is caused not just by the fact that chefs dip into the
same well of ideas, but also by the fact that they do so out of a “conservative
impulse … to coddle diners by diluting the exotic with the expected; to guarantee
sales and satisfaction by using proven sellers and satisfiers.”
Bruni’s hypothesis implies that a network of taste-creation exists in the
haute cuisine industry that operates on both diners and chefs, both consumers and
producers. Bruni’s theory explains the uniformity, but raises another question
which is both more interesting and more pertinent: how does this uniformity
come about? Somewhere out there, Bruni suggests, there is an origin for this
homogeneity: if diners and chefs everywhere expect the same things, someone
must be telling them what to think. Even if unwitting, Bruni’s instinct about the
joint creation of homogeneity—created by chefs and demanded by diners—in
Manhattan upscale restaurants is a key insight to understanding how different the
process of product creation in the haute cuisine industry is from the rest of the
food industry. Instead of the unidirectional, sequential process of demand calling
forth its own supply that prevails in the food industry as a whole, there seems to be
a bidirectional process of product creation and information transmission in the
haute cuisine industry. The sudden adoption of Japanese food by both producers
16
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and consumers in the American haute cuisine community in the early 1980s
matches this contemporary pattern of haute cuisine determination.
In turn, this pattern is possible because the tangible quality and quantity of
food—though still significant—is no longer the main distinguishing characteristic
of haute cuisine. Contemporary haute cuisine additionally, and more importantly,
draws both definition and power of distinction from accumulated cultural capital
vested in the non-tangible aspects of food. In this respect, it must be analyzed as a
product of both a system of cultural production as well as a system of economic
exchange.
While it is true that technical and material refinement is one measure of the
height of a cuisine (whether expressed in a single dish, a suite of dishes, or a
restaurant), “by itself [it] is only arguably necessary and certainly not enough for a
cuisine to be considered haute cuisine.”17 Along similar lines, Clark Wolf, a
consultant to upscale restaurants, observed that “haute cuisine is like fine art; it is
about more than just the food itself.”18
Where traditional haute cuisines were primarily defined by the process
definition of haute cuisine (food that is costly and highly-refined in technique,
material, and preparation, reflecting the cultural differentiation of its consumers),
contemporary American haute cuisine is primarily defined by the cultural
differentiation of its consumers (with the process elements of its composition a
secondary consideration). Further, while these consumers usually possess wealth
and economic capital, they must also possess the necessary qualifications of taste
and discrimination in order to have their acceptance confer the status of haute
cuisine upon the food they consume.
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Mimi Sheraton, telephone conversation with author, 15 November 2004.
Clark Wolf, telephone conversation with author, 25 October 2004. In practice, it is likely that the
process refinement of a cuisine leads to its subsequent elevation to the cultural status of a haute
cuisine, but conceptually separating these two aspects of haute cuisine allows a theoretical treatment
of the production of haute cuisine as a process of cultural change.
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Contemporary haute cuisine may thus be conceived of as a product
comprising content as well as value-judgement about that content. Though a dish
may be technically superlative and contain the requisite combinations of rare and
costly produce to be considered traditional haute cuisine, it cannot become
contemporary haute cuisine until it is endorsed and recognized as such by the
people who have the reputation to deem it so. The production of contemporary
haute cuisine is therefore unusual in that it requires consumption, is incomplete
without consumption.19 While it is partly defined by its originating culinary
tradition’s native aesthetic system, philosophy, specific techniques, and materials, it
can only be made high cuisine outside of its original context when it is consumed
by culture elites who themselves possess (and are thought by others to possess) a
refined sense of taste.
""#""
The centrality of taste in the contemporary haute cuisine industry heightens the
relative importance of influential individual agents in shaping contemporary haute
cuisine. The possession of taste is an expression of what sociologist Pierre Bourdieu
calls cultural capital. In his essay, “The Forms of Capital,” Bourdieu extends the
original Marxist conception of capital as the accumulation of human labor by
identifying social and cultural capital as two other types in addition to traditionallyconceived economic capital. Bourdieu’s belief that there are other forms of capital
exchange apart from the interested exchange of economic capital is particularly
pertinent to the study of a contemporary haute cuisine in which economic
exchange clearly does not have an exclusive, or even necessarily primary,
motivating power. The importance of value-judgement and cultural capital in the
creation of haute cuisine can only be explained by stepping outside the realm of
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The consumption of haute cuisine can thus take the form of actual consumption (eating) or cultural
consumption (endorsement by a cultural elite).
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economic capital and its exchange, with “a general science of the economy of
practices, which would treat mercantile exchange as a particular case of exchange
in all its forms.”

20

Bourdieu connects the acquisition of cultural capital strongly with
education and schooling, thus distinguishing it from social capital which is
acquired by birth or natural right, and economic capital which is acquired by
industry.21 The education and schooling which Bourdieu discusses in connection
with cultural capital can be broadly construed as the schooling of taste, which
makes it theoretically useful to a discussion of the creation of haute cuisine. The
embodied form of cultural capital is what accumulates in the person possessing
cultural capital; this is the “taste” which food critic Mimi Sheraton describes as
being possessed by a small group of people in the world of haute cuisine.22 The
objectified form consists of objects produced by the actions of people possessing
cultural capital; this is the physical embodiment of cultural capital.23
Possessors of cultural capital—the refined sense of “taste”—can transfer that
capital to the things they endorse in a process of cultural creation: Bourdieu writes
in Distinction that “cultural consecration [confers] on the objects, persons, and
situations it touches, a sort of ontological promotion akin to a transubstantiation.”24
Haute cuisine therefore may be seen to be a form of objectified cultural capital,
wherein the endorsement of food by the cultural elite imbues it with cultural
capital and transforms it into haute cuisine. The haute cuisine industry is thus an
industry of cultural production wedded to an industry of traditionally-conceived
production. Its products are similarly chimeric in nature: the physical component
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of haute cuisine (the food) is created by chefs and restaurateurs, the intangible
component by agents possessing cultural capital.
The chimeric nature of the haute cuisine industry—a joint creation of
cultural and traditional production—implies, in turn, a system of relations between
production and consumption in the haute cuisine industry. Because contemporary
haute cuisine is now primarily a cultural product denoting elite status for its
consumers, the choice to consume haute cuisine is largely based on the cultural
capital conferred in the process of production—the economic and social capital
transfers are secondary. In Bourdieu’s theoretical explanation, the cultural elite’s
ability to change the tastes and opinions of others derives from the nature of the
connection between cultural capital and its possessor. Because cultural capital is
both closely associated with education and linked to the individual, it combines
“the prestige of innate property with the merits of acquisition,” thus appealing to
economic elites (acquired capital) and social elites (capital through birth-right).25
Cultural elites and possessors of embodied cultural capital—people with taste and
tasteful products—can thus emerge as thought leaders for elites of the other types
of capital: as Paul Fussell observes in Class, what the culture elite adopt, the upper
middle and the middle classes adopt also.26
This is especially true in the case of cultural objects like contemporary
haute cuisine. The objectified form of cultural capital—in this case, food—is
particularly well-suited to being consumed by economic elites because it exists in
27
material form and thus can also be transferred economically. Thus, even though

“a work of art [or of haute cuisine] has meaning and interest only for someone
who possesses the cultural competence, that is, the code, into which it is
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encoded,”28 it can still be consumed and appropriated with a different value by
other types of uninitiated elites. This is true in relation to contemporary haute
cuisine: the cultural elite (star chefs, food media personalities, and elite consumers)
endorse foods and thus influence the choices of possessors of economic and social
capital. This is the root cause for the modern affinity between wealth and haute
cuisine as emblematized by the growth of gourmet foodism among the uppermiddle classes. As a result, the consumption of haute cuisine becomes a part of the
lifestyles of other types of elites, while remaining the product of the culture elite.29
For Bourdieu, the habitus is the connection between the conditions of life
(economic and social) and the visible lifestyles of different fractions of the
population. He defines the habitus as
both the generative principle of objectively classifiable judgements and the system
of classification of these practices. It is in the relationships between the two
capacities which define the habitus, the capacity to produce classifiable practices
and works, and the capacity to differentiate and appreciate these practices and
products (taste), that the represented social world, i.e., the space of life-styles, is
constituted.30

Bourdieu’s notion of a cultural habitus—a structuring structure that is
internalized by agents, gives rise to their cultural capital, and allows them to be
recognized for what they are—is useful in understanding the production of haute
cuisine by high cultural agents. However, the coherence of this cultural habitus
does not mean that there is an easily-defined class of elites possessing cultural
capital in the haute cuisine world, and that these culinary elites share characteristics
with the cultural elites of which they are a subset. This oversimplified conclusion is
easy to reach because of the rigorous system of stratification and division upon
which Bourdieu’s social theory is based, but as Bourdieu himself explains,
“concepts have no definition other than systemic ones, and are designed to be put
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to work empirically in systematic fashion. Such notions as habitus, field, and capital can
be defined, but only within the theoretical system they constitute, not in
isolation.”

31

The complex reality of the haute cuisine industry thus defies a formal and
highly-deterministic reading of its capital, context and habitus. Interpreting
Bourdieu’s stratifications of society as a one-to-one mapping of context (“the
objectively classifiable conditions of existence”)32 to habitus—as is traditionally
done—may well be highly explanatory for the organization of traditional
communities in which the three fundamental types of elites are relatively
segregated in their accumulations of capital, but is almost certainly inaccurate for a
community of avocation such as that of haute cuisine, which may bring together
individuals from multiple and different social, cultural, and economic contexts,
schooled in different ways of appreciating different types of food.33
The context which conditions the habitus of contemporary haute cuisine is
less rigidly-defined than the relatively conventional contexts that Bourdieu used as
examples in his study. Now that haute cuisine floats relatively free from the strong
connections that used to tie it to a specific locality and its culinary and social
system, the haute cuisine community is comprised of a multiplicity of different
types of elites—whether literary elites (like writers or food writers), culinary elites
(like star chefs), or media elites (like television hosts). Though these elites come
from specific contexts themselves, their common participation in the haute cuisine
community creates a new community context which in turn conditions the
habitus of haute cuisine.
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In the community of avocation that is haute cuisine, the context/habitus is
constantly in flux, its specific composition changing on a much shorter time-scale
than in traditionally-organized communities. But even though the context of haute
cuisine responds quickly to changing social and cultural environments,34 it
generates a meaningful, well-defined, and internally-coherent habitus and class of
35
haute cuisine elites in any given moment or delimited time period. These elites

are influential because of their accumulations of haute cuisine cultural capital, and
are recognized by others in the field of haute cuisine as being influential. It is thus
the accumulation of cultural capital that is significant, for as Bourdieu observes,
capital “confers a power over the field, over the materialized or embodied
instruments of production or reproduction whose distribution constitutes the very
structure of the field, and over the regularities and the rules which define the
ordinary functioning of the field, and thereby over the profits engendered in it.”36
This preliminary theoretical conclusion about the nature of the
contemporary haute cuisine industry was borne out by a series of interviews I
conducted with industry veterans, and even the means by which I contacted the
people I interviewed demonstrated the importance of individuals and the networks
they existed in.
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""#""
It was late September in 2004, and the leaves on the black oaks and Japanese
maples in the Radcliffe Yard were beginning to turn when I met Laura Shapiro, a
Manhattan-based independent scholar and journalist specializing in the history of
food and women in America. I was working on the M.F.K. Fisher papers in the
small temporary reading room of the Schlesinger Library, Shapiro on the Julia
Child papers, when one of the reference librarians pointed out that she was
someone I would probably want to talk to and introduced us. Scheduling issues
intervened, and it was not until a few weeks later that I managed to inveigle
Shapiro into having dinner with me. Over mediocre sushi, I told her that I was
working on trying to explain how Japanese food suddenly became haute cuisine
almost overnight in the 1980s. Though she had only a passing interest in Japanese
food, she thought almost immediately of Clark Wolf, a restaurant consultant she
knew who was possessed of all sorts of odd trivia about the history of restaurants
and the food industry in America.37
Born in Southern California, Wolf worked his way up in the gourmet food
and restaurant industry from early days as a specialty grocer in the San Francisco
area in the late 1970s. While in San Francisco, Wolf met writers and chefs like
James Beard and Barbara Kafka, who were already prominent in the world of fine
food. With their help, he moved to Manhattan to run another specialty grocery,
Star Spangled Foods, in 1982. Six years after moving to New York, Wolf decided
to go solo and set up the Clark Wolf Company, now a leading Manhattan-based
hospitality and fine-dining consultancy. A consultant in the business of helping
restaurants correctly identify niches and marketing strategies, Wolf and his
company profit by understanding how the haute cuisine industry works. His fund
of information about the gourmet food world comes from over twenty years of
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experience in the restaurant and gourmet food industry, of being immersed in the
rises to prominence and falls from grace of all manner of foods, cuisines, restaurants
and chefs. Shapiro thought he would be the perfect person to ask about how
trends start and take hold in the haute cuisine industry.
With Shapiro’s introduction in hand, I set up a mid-October telephone
interview with Wolf which was interrupted by a greasefire in his kitchen. I made
an appointment to call him again at the end of October 2004. This time, when I
made the call, he had just finished dinner and had time to talk for a while on the
subject of how the haute cuisine industry specifically was different from other parts
of the food industry, and how it chose the trends it would follow. After describing
my research and my theory that haute cuisine was driven by different forces than
other parts of the food industry, there was a brief pause during which small
popping sounds were audible. I sat, poised to record pearls of wisdom, and when
Wolf began talking again, his words were interspersed with crunching noises. He
remarked that I was “absolutely right that there was a big change in how chefs,
diners, and critics, the whole shebang, viewed Japanese food around the early
1980s. It suddenly became like French food. People thought it was incredibly
refined, and they still do today. That’s the other unusual part really, since most of
these fads just pass over in a couple of years.”38
Wolf went on to say that “the gourmet industry was always much closer in
spirit to art or fashion than to the food industry,” being far more prone to fads and
trends, and had become even more so since the early 1990s because of the
increasing influence of star chefs and food writers in creating trends. Even as early
as the mid-1970s, Wolf said, food suppliers were already issuing monthly
catalogues, so frequently did the latest fashionable foods come and go. Since then,
the trend had accelerated further, but mostly expanded in scope due to increasing
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access to international foods. In the same way, Wolf noted that the fine dining
industry was constantly in a state of flux, and the key to running a successful
restaurant was to keep a close eye on what foods, cuisines, and methods of
preparation were in vogue.
“Your question is particularly interesting to me,” he said, “because the
people who write about fine food aren’t really interested in where trends come
from. They’re all business people like me, trying to figure out what the trends are
instead. Although now that you mention it, it does seem like a good idea to know
where the trends come from.” Wolf lapsed into a thoughtful silence, and I took
advantage of this pause in the conversation to ask how he was able to identify
trends without knowing where they originated or how they spread. “It’s hard to
say,” Wolf replied, “I do it almost by instinct now, and a lot of it is just keeping an
ear close to the ground. The media is a big part of it, so if the Food Network has a
major feature on some new product or food or cuisine, and someone like [Gourmet
editor and food writer] Ruth Reichl picks up on it, you can bet it’s going to be
big news for a while in the yuppie foodie demographic. Or if, say, the guys at say,
the James Beard Foundation pick it up, then the big name chefs and the up-andcomings will at least look at it and think, hey maybe I should try this out. It’s
always been like this, I don’t think you can really say where these trends are
coming from since they could pop up anywhere and chefs and diners can really
pick them up from anywhere. Especially for upscale restaurants, nowadays it’s as if
a critic can just say, oh look at this really marvellous restaurant here, it’s going to
be the next big thing, and next thing you know, it’s the next big thing.”
Wolf suggested that I talk to some food critics to see if they knew more
than he did about trends in haute cuisine, and offered to introduce me to Mimi
Sheraton, who used to be the food reviewer for the New York Times, Time, and
several Condé Nast publications.
Before ringing off, I asked Wolf what he was eating.
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“It’s just popcorn,” he said.
“Heirloom variety?”
“Microwave.”
""#""
Despite having a personal introduction from Clark Wolf, it was a couple of weeks
before I was able to speak to Mimi Sheraton. Sheraton had left the New York Times
for Time in 1983 after eight years covering restaurants in Manhattan and the greater
New York metropolitan area. Since 1983, she has been a freelance writer and
lecturer on food and food criticism. When I first spoke to her agent in October,
2004, she was on another lecture tour in California, and was in the midst of
writing a memoir of her life in the food world. Her agent said that she could give
me precisely thirty minutes on the telephone at 5:45 p.m. Eastern Time on the 15th
of November, and to be sure to be punctual in calling. I marked the date in my
calendar, and called Sheraton at precisely 5.45 p.m. She picked up after two rings:
it turned out that the interview was to be even shorter than her agent had
promised, as she had to leave in ten minutes for a dinner meeting to discuss an
upcoming lecture on the history of chocolate. She asked me if I could narrow my
39

questions down to only the most important ones.

Only slightly downcast, I shifted gears rapidly and asked Sheraton if she
thought food critics and media personalities originated trends in the haute cuisine
industry, and where she had gone to find out about up-and-coming people and
trends when she had been a full-time food critic working for Time and the New
York Times. Sheraton replied, “I used to always rely on my gut. People would tell
me things, or I would run across interesting foods, and if I thought they were
worth sharing in my columns, I would share them. Obviously some people and
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places you trust more than others, but that’s basically how it’s done.” In the world
of haute cuisine, Sheraton said, “it’s basically all rich people, but there are two
different kinds. There are the people who go out and find new things and decide
what they like for themselves. These people actually have taste, and when I find
them, I usually listen to them. They’re rare. Then there are the people who are
told by food critics and TV what to eat. Those are dime a dozen.” She went on to
say that food critics and the food media were so powerful because so many people
rely on them to determine what is “in” and what is “out.”
Seeing that I had barely a minute or two to go, I asked Sheraton if this
kind of trendsetting activity was unique to Manhattan, and if the situation had
been the same in the 1980s. “Of course not, dear. The food world’s really tiny,
everyone knows everyone else no matter where they’re based. And this is even
now when the food world is enormous, you know, Food Network and all that.
Back in the ’80s, the community was much smaller and even more close-knit.
Everyone was friends back then. Clark is a great example of that. How do you
think he moved up so quickly from running a small grocery in San Francisco to
being a restaurant consultant?” I said that I was sure I did not know. “Well, while
he was at San Francisco, he met Jim Beard and Jim took a shine to him. Now,
before he died, Jim was huge, literally, and if Jim liked you all sorts of good things
would happen. You’d be tied into his network of people, you know, like Alice
Waters, Jeremy Tower, Food & Wine, and so on. And Clark was good, so he really
got to shine in there.” And then she had to leave to talk about chocolate.
""#""
Sheraton’s comment about the haute cuisine industry—“it’s really tiny”—was
remarkably accurate when applied to my research. In my conversations with Laura
Shapiro, Barbara Haber, Jeffrey Steingarten, Clark Wolf, and Mimi Sheraton, the
same names cropped up repeatedly, some of which also appeared frequently on
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food columns, in food magazines, and on food television shows. More
importantly, these were people who, if not actually friends, were at very least wellconnected through fairly strong relationships of reputation or professional
association—as you would expect from an industry that is simultaneously a
community with a well-defined and internally-coherent habitus and elite.
After thinking about what Sheraton had said about the small size and
tightly-knit nature of the gourmet industry, I wrote to Haber to ask if my
introduction to Steingarten was based on her personal acquaintance with him (it
was), and if she also knew the other people to whom I had already spoken (Wolf,
Shapiro, and Sheraton). It turned out that she knew them all relatively well from
her work at the Schlesinger Library, with the International Association of Culinary
Professionals, and from events and seminars held by the James Beard Foundation.
Haber, Wolf, and Steingarten agreed that major players in the gourmet industry all
knew each other with varying (but always high) degrees of familiarity from
conferences, press junkets, and other professional or social interactions.40
It thus makes sense to think of contemporary American haute cuisine as a
community of producers, with its own cultural elite and its own accumulations
and distributions of cultural capital. I began to see a compelling argument for
examining the information architecture of the haute cuisine industry as that of a
small, tightly-knit community instead of as a traditionally-conceived industry in
order to understand how it was influenced by trends, and for drawing this
conclusion from a relatively small sample size.
The cultural elite of the haute cuisine industry is, as Mimi Sheraton said to
me, whoever has “taste”: it is taste or cultural capital that gives them elite status.
Thus, the elite are not determined by their first-order economic identities as chefs,
restaurateurs, critics, gourmets, but rather by their higher-order cultural identities
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as possessors of food cultural capital.41 This cultural elite forms a nexus for the
cultural production of haute cuisine, drawing information from the domains of
traditional production and consumption and then reinterpreting and diffusing this
information in the form of haute cuisine trends to producers and consumers. In a
sense therefore, it is possible that trends in the haute cuisine industry originate both
in the producers and consumers, but are gathered and selectively re-broadcast by a
nexus group—a culinary elite comprising members of both production and
consumption groups. This re-broadcasting of trends by the nexus group of the
culinary elite is equivalent to the cultural production of haute cuisine, for it confers
haute cuisine status simultaneously in the spheres of haute cuisine production and
consumption.
Communications theorist Marshall McLuhan postulates that “any invention
or technology is an extension … of our physical bodies,” and includes media of all
types in this description.42 Since a large proportion of the culinary elite are also
media personalities, their individual influence on the speed of trend-adoption is
amplified by their access to the mass media. The heavy mediation of the world of
haute cuisine (both the industry of production and the world of consumers) is thus
partially explanatory for the speed of trend-adoption. This simplified conception of
the information architecture of the haute cuisine industry allows a theoretical
explanation for both the speed and—more importantly—the simultaneity in trendadoption in the realms of both production and consumption.
My conversations with Haber, Wolf, and Sheraton also convinced me that
the stratification of culinary elites was not a binary division between the elites and
the non-elites, but rather a continuum of reputation or possession of cultural
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capital. I came to this conclusion because they (and other people I spoke to in the
course of researching this project) found it difficult to pinpoint a clearlydemarcated influential group that originated trends, but were always able to
identify individuals and unhesitatingly assign them ordinal ranks of reputability—
”You should definitely talk to Clark Wolf first, he knows everything. And I guess
you could talk to my friend who’s a food writer in San Francisco too, but she’s not
as in-the-know as Clark.”43
But the continuum of influence and membership in the culinary elite is
difficult to see, because of the problem of expressed impact—the influence that is
explicit and visible to observers. Even from the industry observer’s perspective,
mass-media superstars seem like industry thought leaders because their influence is
particularly easy to identify—their opinions are the ones the public sees and
follows. For example, writing in the Columbia Journalism Review, Molly O’Neill
cites a high-level advertising executive’s belief that these famous food writers and
editors are the ones who “usher taste from the high end of the food chain … the
food editor is the one you trust for what you put in your mouth.” O’Neill
concludes that if this is true, then “the power to affect at least $900 billion worth
of buying decisions resides in the fingers of food writers as they race across
keyboards toward deadlines.”44
O’Neill’s conclusion is easy to come to. The heavy mediation of the haute
cuisine industry naturally privileges the identification of critics and other media
personalities as driving forces of influence on the consumer portion of the haute
cuisine industry—their explicit, easily-identified public influence drowns out any
traces of the influences that may be acting on them. Simply put, there is more (and
more easily-accessible) evidence to support the assertion that mass-media culinary
elites start trends in haute cuisine. While this is not untrue, it is incomplete. As the
43
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foregoing theoretical discussion has shown, this understanding of influence in
haute cuisine (centered on the role of culinary elites who are also mass-media
personalities) lacks an explanation of the influences acting on individuals who
themselves are members of the food cultural elite (and potentially members of the
producer portion of the industry as well)—a deficiency that can be remedied with
a model that incorporates the influence of mass-media personalities on the
consumer public while also allowing for a continuous hierarchy of cultural capital
and influence within the elite.
In the 1950s, Elihu Katz and Paul Lazarsfeld, two sociologists researching
the mechanisms and pathways of large-group information transmission, identified
the critical importance of personal influence as a mediator of mass
communications. In their book, Personal Influence, Katz and Lazarsfeld argued that
the mass media was largely influential because its message was re-broadcast within
social groups by people with personal influence (capital in other words) within
those groups. Their study focused on expanding the understanding of the role
personal influence played in modulating the reception of information. Their
communications research up to that point had identified several significant
variables affecting the reception of information, three of which are particularly
pertinent to this study: degree of exposure to the information, the content and
presentation of the information, and the disposition of the recipient.45
The extensive quantitative and qualitative studies Katz and Lazarsfeld
conducted in Decatur, Illinois, demonstrated that multiple levels of social
organization and information transmission existed beneath the level of mass media
broadcasts, each of a different size and group constitution, and with a different
variety of opinion leaders. Their studies also suggested the possibility of people
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being opinion leaders in multiple groups (see Fig. 3).46 Their findings hold one
clear implication for theories of the transmission of significant information and
opinion: if personal influence is so powerful a variable in the post-mass-broadcast
transmission of information, then there is a good case for it to also be a powerful
variable in the pre-mass-broadcast transmission of information.
Returning to the context of the haute cuisine cultural elite, this implies a
pyramidal structure of the elite organized by personal influence, which in turn is
highly correlated with possession of cultural capital. Those at the top of the
pyramid enjoy strong reputations within the haute cuisine culture elite and are able
to easily and effectively re-transmit information as trends to cultural elites in both
the spheres of production and consumption. Those elites with influence over
mass-media personalities are naturally more successful at disseminating a given
quantum of information (see Fig. 4) further down the hierarchy. Through these
networks of personal relationships, influential elites are connected to a kind of
fine-scale structure that seems more closely allied to individual agency than to the
large-scale, conventionally-defined structural factors discussed in Chapter 1.
As the theoretical treatment of the contemporary industry of haute cuisine
indicates, influence deriving from individual agency is concentrated among the
mass-media superstars but becomes even more concentrated among the relatively
small number of agents who are themselves thought leaders for the mass-media
superstars. In contrast to mass-media individuals and mechanisms, these elite
thought leaders usually exercise influence over agents lower in the hierarchy
through interpersonal relationships and personal communications. This suggests in
turn that trends in the contemporary haute cuisine industry are determined by a
relatively small number of relatively unknown individuals—the people who tell
the public thought leaders what to think.
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Ibid., 321-334. For details on opinion leaders in multiple areas, see 332.

End recipients (the mass)

Community opinion leaders

Mass-media outlets

(b)

information dispersal from mass-media outlets showing
conventional model of transmission

fig. 3(a). Schematic illustration of the differentiated nature of masses targeted by a
mass-media outlet, showing intermediary groups and their opinion leaders.
fig. 3(b). Schematic illustration of information dispersal from a mass-media outlet to an
undifferentiated mass.

(a)

(after Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1951)

information dispersal from mass-media outlets showing
role of intermediary community opinion leaders

End recipients (the mass)

Mass-media outlets

more cultural capital

less cultural capital

End recipients

a’s influence

A

c is a member of the culinary elite and also a massmedia agent, but though c’s influence as a public
figure is easy to detect, he or she is actually only an
intermediary for a.

C

Some culinary elites (e.g. a) influence a disproportionate number of end
recipients through other elites, though they may not be mass-media public
figures.

fig. 4. Expanded schematic of a possible information transmission relationship between
levels of a hierarchy of agents. High-level elites (like a) potentially influence many
other elites, and thus have disproportionate influence on trends. Public figures (like c)
influence many end recipients of information, and can be located at different levels on
the hierarchy of agents (c and b may be elite public figures, but d is not).

D

Note that there are potentially more members on each level of the hierarchy
(dashed figures), and that interactions may skip levels or even overlap.

Culinary elites

Higher levels in the hierarchy are possible (dashed lines),
for example, if expanded to the international community.

B
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The next chapter will continue elaborating this model of haute cuisine elite
influence by returning to an examination of the circumstances surrounding M.F.K.
Fisher’s involvement in the culinary community’s adoption of Japanese food in the
early 1980s. This case study of one instance of trend-setting by Fisher, a relatively
unknown but very influential member of the culinary elite, will illustrate some of
the key mechanisms through which agent influence operates in the haute cuisine
industry.

3
the japan caper

the history of m.f.k. fisher’s involvement in introducing japanese food to
America illustrates and expands on what the two preceding chapters have drawn
on theory and qualitative empirical data about the haute cuisine industry to
suggest: that individual agents are particularly influential in catalyzing trends in
haute cuisine, especially those high up in the hierarchy of the culinary elite who
can influence individuals on layers of the hierarchy beneath them. Tracing the
particularities of Fisher’s involvement allows us to identify the specific mechanisms
through which her influence operated to make Shizuo Tsuji’s Japanese Cooking,
and thus Japanese cooking in general, successful in America.
While Fisher was a particularly effective disseminator of information,
spreading the word about Japanese Cooking to many of her friends in the culinary
and literary elite, this was not the only mechanism through which her influence
operated. For elites like Fisher, influence stems not just from effective and
persuasive dissemination of information about a trend, but also from the
contributions they make as industry experts to the refinement and development of
the trend itself: agents like Fisher promote trends well, but they can also improve
the substance of the trend and hence its likelihood of success. This more nuanced
understanding of an agent’s influence encompasses not just the agent’s ability to
disseminate information but also the agent’s ability and willingness to apply his or
her industry knowledge to the process of development. As Fisher’s case shows,
especially at high levels in the hierarchy of the culinary elite, these two factors
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working together to support a trend accomplish far more in making a successful
and persistent trend than each would working individually.
""#""
It was a chance meeting that started me off on the case study of M.F.K. Fisher that
eventually grew into this thesis. On a rainy late afternoon in December 2002, I was
poking around the Julia Child Collection on the third floor of the Schlesinger
Library in an effort to find convincing evidence of cross-cultural exchange
between Japanese and American cooking. Back then, before the stacks were closed
to researchers, the third floor of the Library was a congenial place with armchairs
where researchers and chefs from around Cambridge could often be found
thumbing through cookbooks. Temporarily defeated by the stacks, I struck up a
conversation with a short, happy woman reading Elizabeth David’s social history
of ices and frozen confections, Harvest of the Cold Months. We ended up spending
quite a few minutes talking about the dead ends I had come up with in my
research.
At five, as the Library closed and as we both got up to leave, the nice lady
said to come back in a week when she would have more interesting and relevant
things for me to look at, and vanished into the office on the far end of the third
floor labeled, “Barbara Haber, Curator of Rare Books.” When I came back a
week later, Haber had a book for me. The book was Japanese Cooking: A Simple
Art by Shizuo Tsuji, with an introduction by M.F.K. Fisher, from a collection that
prominent San Francisco chef and food critic Barbara Tropp had given to the
Schlesinger. Haber said it was “a marvelous book, the book that any chef worth
his salt will tell you made Japanese food big in America.”1

1

Barbara Haber, conversation with author, 20 December 2002.
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Haber’s instinct was unerring. Tsuji’s Japanese Cooking: A Simple Art
(Kodansha International, 1980) was groundbreaking as far as foreign cookbooks go,
a kind of Rosetta Stone that allowed the culinary community to finally begin to
understand how to approach, and then to appreciate, the previously completely
alien corpus of Japanese classical cooking. When you ask someone in the haute
cuisine industry about how Japanese food came to be considered haute cuisine in
the 1980s, chances are high that Japanese Cooking will be one of the first things to
spring to their minds as the book that introduced Japanese food in a way that
allowed them to begin to consider it a cuisine that was culturally and technically
worthy of adoption.2
Tsuji writes that “the real purpose [of this book] is to teach you how to
cook in the spirit of Japan, whose pure and restrained effects with food constitute
an art. The book is designed to lay open the heart of Japanese cuisine so that you
will understand and feel comfortable with fundamental techniques of Japanese
3
cooking.” As I learned more about Japanese classical cuisine and connoisseurship,

I realized that Tsuji’s objective in writing his book for an American audience, to
go “beyond a presentation of authentic recipes for you [the reader] to imitate,”
was an enormous undertaking, and one whose eventual success was largely
contingent on M.F.K. Fisher’s involvement. Though Fisher’s official connection
with the project was limited to writing its introduction, her correspondence with
Tsuji and other people associated with Japanese Cooking proved that her investment
in the project extended much further both in scope and in time.
Over the last two summers, I sifted through the Fisher Papers at the
Schlesinger Library, unpicking Fisher’s side of the story of Japanese Cooking. Last
July, I also traveled to Japan in pursuit of the people who had worked on this

2
3

Jeffrey Steingarten, telephone conversation with author, 18 June 2004.
Shizuo Tsuji and Koichiro Hata, Japanese Cooking: A Simple Art, ed. Mary Sutherland (New York:
Kodansha, 1980), 45.
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project in the 1970s, eventually meeting and interviewing Kim Schuefftan (the
Kodansha editor who oversaw research and production), Koichiro Hata (the Tsuji
Academy professor who developed all of the recipes), Mary Sutherland (the
Kodansha editor who ghostwrote most of the initial draft of the book), and several
other people involved either in the writing of the book or in the haute cuisine
industry. My conversations with them, in combination with the material from
Fisher’s papers at the Schlesinger Library, convinced me that the success and
impact of the book lay in three interconnected elements.
The first was the content of the book itself, its thorough treatment of a
complex and hitherto unfamiliar cuisine and the cultural context in which it
developed. The second was the method by which that complex and unfamiliar
content was presented, that is to say, deftly and in a style and language that made it
easily accessible to an American audience. The third was the networks of personal
influence and mass-mediation through which the book was promoted, networks
which almost guaranteed the favorable reception of its content message. The first
two elements can be thought of as determinants of the quality of the book—how
appropriately pitched to its audience, how aware of its audience’s needs and
interests—while the third element is a determinant of how effectively information
about the book was disseminated. The effective dissemination of information
about a spectacularly well-researched and produced book was what contributed in
large part of the Japanese food boom in America in the early 1980s.
As it turns out, M.F.K. Fisher was the connection between these three
elements. Much of the book’s success at influencing the elite haute cuisine
community—and thus of Japanese cuisine’s success at entering the field of haute
cuisine—lay in the interconnected and often hidden dimensions in which Fisher
affected its production and reception beyond simply writing the introduction.
""#""
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The pre-launch and launch of Shizuo Tsuji’s Japanese Cooking: A Simple Art
between 1979 and 1980 marked the turning point for Japanese cooking in
American haute cuisine circles. Prior to 1980, the field of haute cuisine in America
was almost exclusively French, a cuisine in which technical refinement in cookery
was matched by a consciously refined connoisseurship. These two essential
characteristics of food production and consumption elevate a cuisine, for, as
sociologist Priscilla Parkhurst Ferguson observes, haute cuisine only arises when
cooking and eating are done both materially and intellectually. In her study of the
birth of gastronomy as a cultural field in France, she writes that
the gastronomic field is structured by the distinction between the material
product—the foodstuff, the dish, or the meal—and the critical, intellectual, or
aesthetic by-products that discuss, review, and debate the original product. The
relentless intellectuality of the one is as necessary to the gastronomic field as the
insistent materiality of the other. In the paradigm of what cooking is all about,
culinary discourse transformed the material into the intellectual, the imaginative,
the symbolic, and the aesthetic.4

The writings of Brillat-Savarin, the recipes of Escoffier, and the culture of grand
gastronomy in France were transplanted to America to produce an uncontestable
French dominion over the field of haute cuisine; at the time, no other cuisine in
America could match that level of technical sophistication and tradition of
connoisseurship.
While the haute cuisine establishment had known of the existence of
Japanese food for years, it was still perceived as an ethnic food, for the most part
understood and eaten only by the Japanese and not sufficiently aestheticized or
intellectualized to qualify as haute cuisine. Though the growing affluence of Japan
and its expatriate population was beginning to introduce Japanese aesthetics and
culture to America, the traditions of Japanese technical virtuosity in food
preparation and aesthetic connoisseurship that are so well-known today were

4

Priscilla Parkhurst Ferguson, “A Cultural Field in the Making: Gastronomy in 19th-Century
France,” The American Journal of Sociology 104, no. 3 (1998): 610.
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largely unknown back then. No learned discourses on Japanese gastronomy were
available in English, nor were there good Japanese cookbooks in English that
acknowledged the inevitable unfamiliarity of a chef trained in the Western
tradition with the techniques and methods of the Japanese kitchen.
When it was launched late in 1980, the elite of the haute cuisine
establishment immediately recognized that Japanese Cooking was a learned
introduction to Japanese culinary philosophy, a cookbook, and an encyclopedia of
Japanese cooking techniques, all in the same volume. Comprising sections dealing
with the Japanese aesthetic philosophy of food, lessons in specifically Japanese
food-preparation techniques, sample menus, and a wide range of tested recipes,
Japanese Cooking was both a learned treatise and craftsman’s manual (see Fig. 5).
Combining detailed explanations of both the intellectual and material dimensions
of classical Japanese cuisine, it gave the culinary elite both the basis and the
motivation for understanding Japanese food as something with the potential to be
regarded as haute cuisine.
Such was the encyclopedic and authoritative nature of the book as a
catalogue of Japanese classical cuisine that it has remained in print continuously
without revision since its original publication, like Le Guide Culinaire, Escoffier’s
1903 codification of the French classical cuisine. It remains one of the most
successful foreign cookbooks of the last four decades, and certainly the most
5
successful Asian cookbook ever published for the American market. It served as a

particularly effective vector for introducing Japanese culinary aesthetics,
techniques, and recipes to the American haute cuisine establishment.
Two authentic and authoritative Japanese cookbooks written by relatively
prominent authors were launched in time for Christmas in 1980: popular
cookbook author Elizabeth Andoh’s At Home with Japanese Cooking ($15) and

5

Mary Sutherland, interview by author, 25 October 2004.

fig. 5. Content pages taken from the  edition of Japanese Cooking: A Simple Art.
Note the philosophy and technique section’s length (Part One), compared to the
relatively short recipe section (Part Two).
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Tsuji’s Japanese Cooking: A Simple Art ($14.95).6 Though reviewers praised both
books, Tsuji’s was the only one to attain any kind of permanence in the world of
haute cuisine. Much of the pre-launch success of the Tsuji book resulted from a
very favorable 1978 New Yorker profile of Tsuji by John Bainbridge which
mentioned the incipient release of Japanese Cooking, and from a laudatory 1980
article in the influential International Magazine of Food and Wine which featured
Fisher’s introduction along with several recipes tested by the Food and Wine test
kitchens, her name legitimizing and adding cachet to the Tsuji book in the eyes of
7
the culinary elite. As a result, Japanese Cooking received so many advance orders

that it went into a second printing even before it was launched in America in
October 1980.
Once in the bookstores, Japanese Cooking became a critical and commercial
success almost overnight. The Washington Post’s influential food section attributed
the success of the Tsuji book to its focus on introducing the reader not only to
Japanese recipes but also to Japanese culture. Writing for the Post, Judith Huxley
noted that
what makes a cuisine “alien” is not the national origin of its dishes, however
exotic, but rather the inability of the cook to project what the dishes will be like
and to understand the originating culture of the cuisine … The cuisine of Japan,
while it has become less mysterious, still tends to be viewed as alien … This void
has been filled [by the recent publication of] Japanese Cooking: A Simple Art by
Shizuo Tsuji, a handsomely produced book that is big in volume and in concept.8

The same sentiments were echoed in high profile newspaper reviews and articles
in the New York Times, San Francisco Chronicle, House and Garden, and Time.9 And

6
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Moira Hodgson, “Mastering the Art of Japanese Cooking,” The New York Times, 26 November
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December 1978; M.F.K. Fisher, “M.F.K. Fisher and the Art of Japanese Cooking,” International
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Judith Huxley, “On Beyond Sushi,” The Washington Post, 25 January 1981.
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when the New York Times asked several prominent chefs what they would like for
Christmas 1980, Simone Beck and Julia Child (both close friends of Fisher)
10

responded with Japanese Cooking.

Tsuji’s book ultimately sold over 65,000 copies in the first four months of
availability, a phenomenon so rare as to be unheard of in culinary publishing at the
time especially considering the already unusually large first printing of 15,000
copies. The book has been in print continuously since, and remains for Americans
“the definitive, encyclopedic bible of Japanese cooking.”11 For a cookbook,
especially one focusing on an unfamiliar foreign cuisine, Japanese Cooking was (and
still is) a tremendous commercial success. Not only did the book sell more copies
more quickly than almost any other cookbook, feedback from Kodansha’s
booksellers and distributors also indicated that an unprecedented proportion of the
orders (close to forty percent) came from professional culinary institutions, culinary
organizations, and individuals.12
This suggests that Japanese Cooking was almost immediately assimilated by
the culinary elite to a degree that goes a long way toward explaining their
subsequent adoption of Japanese cuisine as haute cuisine. The elite were buying
Japanese Cooking not just for their schools and restaurants, but also for themselves.
Jeffrey Steingarten, for example, observed that he was not alone among those he
knew in culinary circles in purchasing a second copy of Japanese Cooking because

Denner, “Special Books for Special People,” House and Garden, December 1980; Michael
Demarest, “A Well-Laden Table of Cookbooks,” Time, 24 November 1980.
10
“Gastronomes’ Gift Visions,” The New York Times, 3 December 1980.
11
Sutherland, interview.
12
Ibid. According to Sutherland, foreign cookbooks can be considered bestsellers if they sell more
than 25,000 copies in their first three years in print, and even these successes usually go out of print
by their sixth year. Within the category of prestige and technical cookbooks (like Japanese Cooking,
written for a more advanced audience), the proportion of sales to professionals normally does not
exceed ten percent. Sutherland also wrote to Fisher in 1981 to tell her that Japanese Cooking had
been signed for the Book of the Month Club due to interest from amateur chefs, and that “for
[Kodansha], this is quite a coup. Of course, our art-book line is well-known to specialists, but this
is one book that is generating real trade sales” (2 April 1981).
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“it was fascinating enough to read for pleasure and intellectual stimulation in a way
that most other cookbooks could not.”13
But while it is true that the early 1980s saw a general surge of interest in
Japanese food, and that Japanese Cooking was intentionally and carefully formulated
as an introduction to an unfamiliar culinary tradition written specifically and
knowledgeably for an American audience, even these two factors in combination
cannot account for the high and sustained interest in the book by the culinary
elite. Japanese Cooking’s critical and commercial success is only explicable in the
context of Fisher’s involvement in its content development and subsequent
promotion.
""#""
Today, Fisher’s obscurity outside of literary circles and the food community belies
the tremendous influence and reputation she enjoyed among the culinary elite in
the 1970s and 1980s. Imagine a map of America with a pin on it for every member
of the elite culinary community. (In the late 1970s, as New York Times food editor
Mimi Sheraton said, there would be far fewer pins than there are today, but the
idea is the same now as it was then.)14 Add lines to show where these elites traveled
in the course of their perambulations—to food galas, visits, restaurant openings,
conferences, interviews—and the map would be crisscrossed with a web of lines.
These lines would have converged on the usual places—big cities like New York,
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Chicago—but also on the small town of Glen Ellen,
California.

13
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Steingarten, telephone conversation. In The Man Who Ate Everything, Steingarten reveals that he
purchased his second copy of Japanese Cooking for airplane reading at the end of a whirlwind
restaurant tour of Tokyo, Kyoto, and Osaka (coördinated by the Tsuji Academy) (New York:
Borzoi, 1997; 283).
Mimi Sheraton, telephone conversation with author, 15 November 2004.
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The lines, in fact, would have converged on Last House—set in the lands
of the Bouverie Ranch located just outside Glen Ellen in the Sonoma Valley—
where Fisher lived from March 1971 until her death in June 1993. In February
1975, late in her sixty-seventh year, Fisher wrote to her close friend, writer Arnold
Gingrich, conveying her amusement at “turning into a very minor Eminence
15
Grise here on the West Coast.” Fisher was being self-deprecating, as was her

custom. Though the small dwelling that David Bouverie had built expressly for her
was only a tiny dot on the vineyard-covered folds of the Sonoma Valley, it was
already beginning to loom large in the landscape of the American culinary
community. As Fisher’s health declined steadily in the last two decades of her life,
she became increasingly unwilling to travel. In consequence, her house in Glen
Ellen rapidly took on the aspect of a court to which the American culinary elite
would come to seek audience, the mountain to which many Mohammeds
journeyed. Members of the food intelligentsia gravitated toward Fisher in Glen
Ellen, and James Beard, Craig Claiborne, Alice Waters, Mimi Sheraton, and Ruth
Reichl were just a few of the multitudes of influential (and soon to be influential)
chefs, journalists, and food writers who visited her at home.
In the 1970s, north coastal California was becoming a prominent food and
wine production area, and had begun to develop a significant presence in the
world of haute cuisine. The wine industry that had nearly been destroyed by
Prohibition had been revived and was reaching maturity again, and a small number
of premium wineries had already established their reputations as world-class
winemakers. As it became clearer and clearer that the climate and geology of
California was suited to the production of more than just volume wines, more and
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more entrepreneurial winemakers set up premium wineries in the Napa and
Sonoma Valleys.16
The 1976 Paris Wine Competition—a blind tasting by respected French
wine critics in Paris that saw Californian wines from Napa and Sonoma prevail
over Grand Cru French wines in both red and white categories—set the seal on
17
the region’s reputation and attraction. Almost immediately, European

winemakers and investors began to flood into California. Wine writers, food
journalists, and restaurants trailed in their wake, bringing new affluence and an
increased interest in the food to be consumed with the wine that was produced.18
The climate and geology of California also gave chefs access to premium
produce that was of significantly higher quality than was generally available
elsewhere in America at the time. In The Fruits of Natural Advantage, historian
Steven Stoll notes that Californian agriculture was recognized as inherently more
profitable because of favorable natural conditions.19 The high quality of Californian
agricultural produce has made it the largest industrial agricultural producer in the
union, but also gave rise in the early 1970s to a significant and prominent upswell
of farmers and chefs concerned with understanding the proper growth, handling,
and preparation of ingredients. The combination of wine money, clement climate,
and quality produce was a positive feedback loop that drew even more food world
elites to the northern Californian coast. Cooking schools and professional training
institutions like the California Culinary Academy (established in San Francisco in
1977) soon arose to take advantage of the many prominent chefs, winemakers, and
food writers resident in the Napa and Sonoma Valleys.
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Northern California’s sudden surge to culinary prominence in the 1970s
overshadows the causal importance of major figures in the food world that were
already living in the area. In her biography of Fisher, Joan Reardon writes that
Fisher became “an established highlight of the [Sonoma Valley] region” soon after
moving there from St. Helena in the Napa Valley,20 but to characterize Fisher as
being secondary to the region in which she lived gives short shrift to Fisher’s
ability to attract influential members of the culinary elite in her own right. When I
asked Clark Wolf about this, he said “though the region as a whole was booming
[at the time], Fisher’s reputation wasn’t made by her being in Sonoma, even
though it did help. Her influence in the food world was something she cultivated
on her own.”21
Fisher had been associated with the Californian food community since she
moved to St. Helena, in the Napa Valley in the 1940s. Culinary historian Patric
Kuh argues that Fisher played “a pivotal role in the culinary transformation of
California,”22 but her influence, especially after the 1970s, extended far beyond
California; she was very much like a spider in the center of a vast web. It was not
least because of the enormous, quiet heat of personality that was still evident even
during her 1990 interview with Bill Moyers for PBS,23 when Fisher was a withered
husk of her former self, dying slowly from Parkinson’s Disease. One gets the sense
that Fisher in the 1980s was increasingly aware of both her power over the people
in this food community and her steadily declining physical abilities. She drew a
kind of perverse pleasure in shutting herself off in the redoubt of Last House,
granting audiences at her whim alone: the sign on the gate to her private
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compound within the ground of the Bouverie Ranch read “TRESPASSERS WILL BE
VIOLATED.”

24

Despite her influence in the writing and culinary worlds, Fisher was little
known to the mass market until the 1980s even though she had been writing
steadily since the publication of her first book, Serve it Forth, in 1937. Among those
familiar with her writing, Fisher’s prose was widely considered to be robust and
finely-crafted, on par with the very best contemporary American writers. She had
a prized writer’s agreement with the New Yorker that allowed her to propose any
writing assignment to the editors, a signal honor shared only with writers of
exceptional quality—A.J. Liebling, Susan Sontag, E.B. White, S.J. Perelman, and
John McPhee were all similarly affiliated with the magazine. William Shawn, the
great editor of The New Yorker, personally wrote to Fisher to express his admiration
for her work and discuss her importance to the world of American letters.25 David
Remnick (a staff writer with, and now editor of, the New Yorker), in his
introduction to The Second John McPhee Reader, describes writers in this echelon of
the craft as “favorites of other writers, the sort of figure … so good [as to be]
26
almost beyond envying.” Until the early 1960s, Fisher was one of these writer’s

writers, held in high esteem among the literati, but with only a limited following
outside of those circles.
In 1954, the World Publishing Company of Cleveland, Ohio, released The
Art of Eating, a single edition of five of her early books on food—Serve It Forth
(1937), Consider the Oyster (1941), How to Cook a Wolf (1942), The Gastronomical Me
(1943), and An Alphabet for Gourmets (1949). Even then, Fisher’s reputation outside
the most rarefied of literary circles only began to really grow when Faber & Faber
re-issued The Art of Eating in 1963 with an introduction by W.H. Auden, who
24
25
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wrote of Fisher that “[He did not] know of anyone in the United States who
wrote better prose.”27 The easy availability of a single edition of Fisher’s most
popular works about food, in combination with Auden’s endorsement, helped
catalyze Fisher’s later career as one of the dowager empresses of the American
literary and culinary establishment.28
After the 1960s, Fisher’s reputation grew steadily, largely due to increasing
recognition by the culinary community for the quality and power of her writing
about food. In her interview with Bill Moyers in 1990, Fisher said that food was
29
regarded as “woman’s stuff, a trifle” when she first began writing about it. It was

her writing that played a crucial role in legitimizing food as a topic for cultured
consideration; it provided a standard around which the genre of food writing
would ultimately coalesce. Because she stood in both the conventional world of
the high literati as well as the world of food, her influence in one came to bear
upon the other.
Fisher’s reputation in the elite culinary community in the 1970s—the
decade when it came of age—is difficult to overstate. As James Villas, Bon Appetit
food writer and editor, wrote in 1978,
for those of us who’ve been lucky enough over the last two decades to happen
upon her volumes, M.F.K. Fisher has remained our guiding light, the source of
infinite gastronomic and philosophic wisdom, the model of what a truly refined
food writer should strive for … we followed Mrs. Fisher across oceans and
continents, we admired her wit, intelligence, and fierce independence, and no
doubt we discovered through her experience that there is a communion of much
more than our bodies when bread is broken and wine is drunk.30

Villas captured the formative significance of Fisher to the developing American
food world when he wrote that Fisher’s work was what propelled the American
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culinary establishment to go beyond looking at food as being just food, by showing
the method and the importance of trying to “understand its relationship with the
31
other hungers of the world.” Robust, deft description of the sensory pleasure of

educated eating was crucial to the success of Fisher’s writing, but it was more
distinctive at the time in American food writing for its breadth of erudition and
attention to the intimate connections between food and the deeper questions of
life. Explaining the motivations behind her choice of subject and her approach to
it, Fisher writes that
It seems to me that our three basic needs, for food and security and love, are so
mixed and mingled and entwined that we cannot straightly think of one without
the others. So it happens that when I write of hunger, I am really writing about
love and the hunger for it, and warmth and the love of it and the hunger for it;
and then the warmth and richness and fine reality of hunger satisfied; and it is all
one … There is a communion of more than bodies when bread is broken and
wine is drunk. And that is my answer when people ask me, Why do you write
about hunger, and not wars or love?32

Fisher is frequently noted for bringing a groundbreaking approach to food
to the American scene, one that connected food explicitly and intimately to
human life and culture, the way gastronomy in France, China, and Japan did.
Clifton Fadiman’s original introduction to the 1954 edition of The Art of Eating
began by pointing out that “her subject is hunger. But only ostensibly so. Food is
her paramount but not her obsessive concern. It is the release-catch that sets her
mind working. It is the mirror in which she may reflect the show of existence. For
despite her denials, there is much in these five volumes about wars and love, much
about death and joy and sorrow and indeed many of the major concerns of men
33

and women.” When the New York Times noted her death in 1992, the obituary
observed that, “while other food writers limited their writing to the particulars of
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individual dishes or expositions of the details of cuisine, Mrs. Fisher used food as a
cultural metaphor.”34
It was Fisher’s attention to the deeper meaning of food that opened the
conduit between high culture and food—where “food” encompassed food writing
first of all, but also the food that was being written about, and the producers and
consumers of that food. Fisher’s contribution to the American culinary community
was to bring it into contact with the world of high culture—to start it on the road
to being gastronomy—and to provide a standard for a developing American
gastronomy. Her writing began the process by which the culinary arts and their
associated industries could begin their transformation into the gastronomic arts—an
accepted part of the high-cultural establishment of America.
Fisher was thus the first embodiment in America of a broad approach to
food and eating that had already developed by the end of the nineteenth century in
France, where (as Brillat-Savarin put it in 1825) it had already been recognized
“that a science which nourishes men is worth at least as much as one which
teaches them to kill each other; poets sang of the pleasures of the table, and books
which had good living for their subject began to show a more profound view of
it”35 than before.
Fisher’s writing played a large part in ultimately elevating food to the level
of high culture in America, an elevation that both the literary and culinary
communities recognized. Fisher was elected in 1991 to the American Academy of
Arts and Letters, was one of the first Grandes Dames d’Escoffier, and received
lifetime achievement awards from the James Beard Foundation and the American
Institute of Wine and Food. In 1985, she was recognized by Cook’s Magazine as
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one of the most influential shapers of American food.36 As one of the founding
elites of the modern haute cuisine community in America, Fisher acquired
extraordinary influence and cultural capital within the community, while retaining
the influence and capital she already possessed in the literary world (see Fig. 6).
""#""
Fisher’s direct involvement in Japanese Cooking began when Tsuji invited Fisher
and her sister, Norah Barr, to Japan for two weeks late in 1978 as part of her
contract to write the introduction. Tsuji wanted to show Fisher “only the very
best of the Japanese Cuisine with its profound and abundant culture to go with
it.”37 Immediately after Fisher’s return from the “Japan Caper”38 in October 1978
she felt that her palate had been irrevocably changed by Japan. “Cultural
withdrawal,” she wrote to her sister,
is insidiously at work, and it seems impossible that a week ago we were in some
place like Kobe, drinking tea with the Yamasakis … Do you notice that you are
either put off or disinterested, when you cook and reach for salt, butter, cream,
all that? … In cooking for myself, I’ve been lucky…the last of fresh squashes and
lettuces from friends’ (yours!) gardens…and I really dislike the thought of putting
on the butter and salt and so on that I enjoyed a few weeks ago.39

Fisher was hugely enthused about Japanese food, more so than she had ever been
before: those few lines to her sister capture her frustration at remembering a
highly-refined, richly-satisfying approach to simplicity in cooking at the finest
restaurants in Osaka, Tokyo, and Kyoto while faced with the reality of eating in
America where everything tasted over-seasoned, bloated, and coarse.40 “If I could
36
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This response is not unusual among those exposed for the first time to Japanese cooking at the
highest levels. Jeffrey Steingarten, who visited Japan in 1991 on a Vogue writing assignment about
Kyo-ryori (the cuisine of Kyoto), also remembers that he “suffered withdrawal pangs for a week”
when he first returned to New York. In The Man Who Ate Everything, Steingarten writes that he
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eat the unprocurable things that Tsuji managed to present to us as lessons in what
present Japanese cooking is based on,” Fisher later wrote to Julia Child, “I would
gladly eat nothing else for the rest of my life. I would forgo every subtle dish I
have ever tasted in the past seventy years. This is a shattering statement to make,
and of course there is no risk of its ever happening, but it is true.”41 Fisher’s
experience in Japan left her profoundly changed and deeply committed to the
success of Japanese Cooking.
Kim Schuefftan was the Kodansha editor supervising research and
production for Japanese Cooking, and he too recalled Fisher’s 1978 visit vividly. I
met Schuefftan only once while I was in Japan, and the scheduled rendezvous was
the café in the Japan Railways station in the town of Takasaki, midway between
Tokyo and the town of Shimonita where Schuefftan now makes his living as a
freelance writer and editor. It was a hot and muggy day at the height of summer,
and the café was cool, if noisy.
We ended up talking for more than three hours, mostly about how Tsuji
had organized the Japan visit that would come to dominate the content and
organization of Japanese Cooking. Prior to our meeting, I had already been in email
contact with Schuefftan, and I had asked him to refresh his memory as much as
possible about the specifics of the trip itself, since Fisher’s correspondence had
made it clear that her time in Japan had been crucial in solidifying her nascent
belief in the value of Japanese cuisine to American cooking as well as her
commitment to the success of Japanese Cooking.42
Schuefftan told me that Fisher’s experience in Japan had been “carefully
and rigorously circumscribed so its presentation of classical Japanese cuisine
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resonated very strongly with Fisher’s personal ideas about food and eating,”
something which appeared only tangentially in the Fisher papers. Schuefftan was
careful to point out that this did not mean that Tsuji had set out to present Fisher
with an intentionally deceptive picture of the state of modern Japanese cooking.
Rather, he made it clear to Fisher that her visit would consist only of the very
finest examples of classical Japanese cuisine—Fisher was aware that the restaurants,
foods, meals, and techniques she saw were “unattainable,” “unprocurable and
impossible to most modern Japanese.”43 As Mary Sutherland put it, “what [Fisher]
was exposed to in Japan was almost a hundred percent ceremonial, kaiseki food.
And during that time that we were there together, Tsuji completely controlled
exactly what they saw and what they did, and they had no free time for
anything.”44
This, Schuefftan explained, was because “Fisher’s stature in Tsuji’s eyes
called for nothing less than the best possible treatment … so, for example, she ate
not once, not twice, but three times in two weeks at Kitcho—it was unheard of!—
a kaiseki restaurant so exalted that an introduction from a trusted patron of longstanding was normally required before the staff would even consider taking a
reservation. And even then, the reservations had to be made a minimum of a year
in advance.” Tsuji’s protégé, Koichiro Hata, gave Fisher and her sister lessons in
Japanese cookery in Osaka and had followed the entourage throughout the
duration of Fisher’s visit. When I met Hata, he told me that never before or since
had he seen Tsuji so concerned with ensuring that every detail of a visitor’s
schedule was perfect. “Tsuji spared no expense at all,” Hata recalled, “he had
invited her, and he respected her very much so that he tried his hardest to make
45

her feel good and welcomed.”
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As a result, Fisher was only able to see that portion of the Japanese culinary
gamut in which chefs had the latitude to truly be concerned about the same things
that she was concerned about. The astronomical premiums commanded by chefs
and restaurants at this level of cuisine in Japan allowed an unbending attention to
the freshness of ingredients and obsessive detail and precision in the execution of
recipes. Moreover, since introduction into the elite patronage of these restaurants
assumed the possession of a certain cultural elite status in addition to wealth, food
at these restaurants could assume a level of intellectualization, aesthetic refinement,
and semiotic complexity that far exceeded even the highly intellectualized
gastronomy of the French. While I was in Kyoto, I asked Kaneko Jun, a chef at an
upscale modern-style kaiseki restaurant in Kyoto called Mameya Genzo, about this.
Jun explained that the kaiseki tradition of requiring a trusted patron’s introduction
(ichigen-san kotowari) to the restaurant was much like the practice of nomination for
members-only clubs: it ensured that the patron would have the necessary cultural
qualifications to understand and appreciate the restaurant to which he was
introduced.46
The foods that Tsuji exposed Fisher to were thus the apotheosis of the kind
of richly-referential, memory- and experience-imbued foods that she wrote
extensively about and believed passionately in (See Appendix A for photographs of
a typical October kaiseki meal at Kitcho in the late 1970s). While at the Tsuji
School, I asked Hata and Hidenori Yamauchi, Director of the Shizuo Tsuji
Institute for Research in Culinary Instruction, to tell me more about the levels of
meaning embedded in the dishes, order, and presentation of a classical kaiseki
menu.
Hata and Yamauchi sat down with a stack of recipes and color plates for a
sample summer kaiseki menu in the classical style and decoded them for my
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benefit.47 This process took the better part of two hours since each dish—and the
entire composition of the items on the menu in relation to each other—contained
multiple layers of additional meaning spanning literary allusions, seasonal tropes,
puns and wordplay, religion, and philosophy, with the potential for much more.
Or so I gathered, since neither Hata nor Yamauchi were completely fluent in
English, and much of their explanation was untranslatable by anyone without
advanced training in the aesthetic theory of Japan and complete fluency in English
and Japanese.
It was clear from what I was told of Fisher’s experience that the same depth
and density of meaning Hata and Yamauchi described was present—and many
times amplified besides—in the kind of food that Fisher was exposed to
continuously during her time in Japan. Hata noted that “this is very traditional for
us, having many levels of meaning for the different parts of each dish, and many
meanings for the different dishes in the menu.”48 For Fisher, who had only
experienced the very pinnacle of classical Japanese cuisine, the multiple layers of
meaning she saw placed over the physical, sensual food, as well as the high level of
physical refinement of the food itself, represented something close to an ideal of
what food should be.
Fisher’s ideal cuisine was defined by simplicity of philosophy and
complexity of meaning. “Borderland,” Fisher’s classic essay about secret pleasures
in food, illustrates this apparently diametrically-opposed concept with her own
secret pleasure: meticulously peeled tangerine sections, first radiator-dried and then
snow-chilled. “My pleasure in them is subtle and voluptuous and quite
inexplicable,” Fisher writes, and “I cannot tell you why they are so magical.
Perhaps it is that little shell, thin as one layer of enamel on a Chinese bowl, that
crackles so tinily, so ultimately under your teeth. Or the rush of cold pulp just after
47
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it. Or the perfume. I cannot tell.” She deplored, in contrast, the bloated,
routinized, complicated cooking that she saw taking over much of American
49
professional cooking. Fisher’s experience in Japan thus left her understandably

convinced both of the value of Japanese food within her own value-system, and of
its potential contribution to rescuing American haute cuisine from terminal
decline.
Throughout her involvement with Japanese Cooking, Fisher never lost her
conviction that the book (or, more precisely, the project of introducing Japanese
food culture to America) was well worth the time, effort, and reputation she spent
to ensure its success in America: her unpaid investment in the book’s
development, as well as the number and quality of professional and personal favors
and connections she called upon to drum up pre- and post-launch publicity for the
book were both unprecedented for her.50
This level of commitment is even more unusual because of Fisher’s
growing frustration with the official part of her involvement with the project.
Writing her introduction became a protracted affair which only ended in the
middle of 1979, far later than Fisher had originally planned, and with many more
51
revisions than her patience could tolerate. As 1978 drew to a close, Fisher wrote

constantly to her sister Norah to give vent to her concerns about the introduction
she was writing for Japanese Cooking: “once the whole introduction is off my back,
I look forward to [some relaxation again.] Now I’m plain scared of [the task of
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writing it], and must trust to myself.” Soon after, she began to feel beleaguered
also by editorial demands from Kim Schuefftan,52 and Fisher’s initial sensual and
intellectual delight at discovering Japanese cooking was rapidly tempered by a
professional frustration with the project she had signed on to with Tsuji and
Kodansha.
Fisher’s value systems with regard to food in America had undergone a seachange during her sojourn in Japan that gave her a strong conviction in the
aesthetic value of classical Japanese cuisine and connected it firmly with
fundamental elements of her own food philosophy. This deep-seated conviction
surmounted her professional frustrations with Japanese Cooking, and was the
motivation and basis for the range and sustained nature of Fisher’s efforts to bring
about the same change in the aesthetic values of the American haute cuisine
establishment.
""#""
In Tokyo, the editors at Kodansha International were astonished by the critical
acclaim for Japanese Cooking and its resultant commercial success. Mary Sutherland
recalled that “the publicity department of Kodansha International was very, very
weak,” and did almost nothing to promote the book to critics, booksellers, and the
buying public.53 She wrote to Fisher in October 1980 (before the book’s launch) to
54
express her disbelief that a second printing was already necessary. Fisher replied to

Sutherland, saying
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Fisher to Barr, 26 December 1978. By this time, Fisher had already received several letters from
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of course I am glad that the Tsuji book is having an unexpected success! All the
reasons are valid … including my own theory that it is the first book BY A
JAPANESE about Japanese cooking … As you know, I have seen many books
about this, written by eager earnest devotees of the delicacies and intricacies, of
the symbolism, of the erudite and even erotic connotations of the Tea
Ceremony, and so on and so on. But Tsuji’s book is the first one to be presented
to Western readers head on, without frills, without mysticism.55

Fisher’s letter did not mention the many favors she had already called in on the
book’s behalf, favors which contributed materially to its success. Despite Fisher’s
modesty, the successful publicity surrounding the launch of the Tsuji book
stemmed almost entirely from her vigorous—but unpublicized—efforts to promote
Japanese Cooking, efforts which would be immediately recognizable today as an
extremely successful and sophisticated soft-launch marketing scheme.
The marketing scheme Fisher had set in motion for Japanese Cooking was
only possible because of the many connections she had in the haute cuisine
community and the strength of her reputation. Prestige publications in their
respective areas, the pre-launch New Yorker and Food and Wine features publicized
the impending release of Japanese Cooking to the demographic from which the
culinary elite is drawn: the literati and elite food professionals. Fisher’s
correspondence shows that she took the initiative in arranging both of these prelaunch publicity instruments. The New Yorker’s William Shawn and John
Bainbridge were both close to Fisher, and the Bainbridge article in the New Yorker
was prepared at Fisher’s suggestion.56 The magazine would, in fact, have published
another article on Japanese Cooking (at Fisher’s suggestion) if not for its policy
against running two features on the same topic.57
The Food and Wine feature article that excerpted Fisher’s introduction was
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one of the most influential in encouraging the professional cooking establishment
to accept Japanese Cooking and the cuisine it described. Chefs at Food and Wine,
well-regarded in the industry, tested Tsuji’s recipes for publication “completely
ignorant of Japanese techniques [and] were amazed by the basic simplicity and the
success of what they did.”58 The article was influential because it revealed and
highlighted the ease with which the techniques of Japanese cooking could be
mastered, but also because it emphasized the close associations between Fisher and
Japanese Cooking. As Mary Sutherland put it to Fisher, “[the staff at Food and Wine]
know the dollar value of your work, your name and the loyal audience you
have.”59 The strength of Fisher’s reputation in the culinary community is
evidenced by the editorial decisions to publish an abbreviated version of her
introduction instead of text written by Tsuji, and to title the article “M.F.K. Fisher
and the Art of Japanese Cooking.” In their note to Fisher’s introduction, the
editors of Food and Wine said,
No one could be a more astute and sensitive observer of shifting gastronomic
patterns, waning culinary traditions and the rising and ebbing quality of food and
drink than M.F.K. Fisher. Two years ago, with her characteristic soft-spoken
passion, Mrs. Fisher first told us of an eagerly anticipated trip to Japan to sample
the country’s gustatory past and present. Chef, culinary teacher, and entrepreneur
Shizuo Tsuji was to be her host; having appreciatively read all of Mrs. Fisher’s
writings, he by then considered her a “spiritual godmother.” The aesthetic fruits
of M.F.K. Fisher’s journey may be tasted in the following introduction (here
somewhat abbreviated) to Shizuo Tsuji’s forthcoming book, A Simple Art:
Japanese Cooking, published by Kodansha International, and distributed by
Harper and Row.60

This article too was born out of a request Fisher made to her friends Ariane and
61

Michael Batterberry, editors of Food and Wine.
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Fisher, “M.F.K. Fisher and the Art of Japanese Cooking.” It is worth mentioning that Fisher had
retained the rights to her introduction, and Food and Wine paid her a small additional fee for the
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Fisher to Ariane Batterberry, n.d.
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While the New Yorker and Food and Wine features were perhaps the most
detailed and influential of the reviews and articles about Tsuji and Japanese Cooking,
they were by no means the only efforts Fisher made to use her considerable
prestige among food journalists to publicize Tsuji’s book. Her correspondence
from 1979 through 1981 is peppered with letters to food writers and reviewers she
knew in major cities (San Francisco, Washington dc, Chicago, Los Angeles, and
Boston), asking them to review the book. The most prominent of these culinary
elites was a close personal friend, Craig Claiborne, then food editor of the New
62
York Times. Claiborne met Tsuji through Fisher in the mid-1970s, and Tsuji had

already appeared in the Times in 1979 because of his acquaintance with Claiborne.63
Fisher’s further recommendation of Japanese Cooking, combined with the praise it
garnered after it was released in 1980, led to three glowing articles and book
reviews in the Times in 1980 and 1981.64
Fisher’s impact on the promotional success of Japanese Cooking thus
stemmed from two major sources: the first is the legitimacy her name conferred,
the second is the network of personal connections she used to publicize the book.
Each of Fisher’s contacts in the mass-media was a high-level member of the
culinary or cultural elite, able to easily and effectively disseminate opinion and
information about Japanese cooking to other people both inside and outside the
group of gastronomic elites, such that “no book about the Japanese cuisine ever
65
had such ‘press.’” Fisher was close to the top of the pyramid of influence by

virtue of her connections in the literary world, and her opinions and actions in
publicizing Japanese Cooking were disproportionately influential as a result.
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Fisher to Craig Claiborne, 19 January 1979.
Craig Claiborne, “De Gustibus: Turning the Tables On a Primitive Predator,” The New York
Times, 5 November 1979.
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""#""
A frosty morning towards the end of December 2002 found me in the overheated
Manuscript Reading Room of the Schlesinger Library, leafing through a set of
pre-publication manuscripts for Japanese Cooking: A Simple Art, marked up in
Fisher’s own hand. Though only contractually obligated to write the introduction
to Japanese Cooking, Fisher had actually followed the book through its long
gestation. All through 1979, copies of the manuscript at various stages of
preparation moved across the Pacific between Fisher’s home in Glen Ellen and the
Kodansha offices in Tokyo. The copies that remained in the Fisher Papers allowed
me to understand the influences on the evolution of the book from concept
through to completion.
Comparing the manuscripts with a publication copy of the finished book, I
saw that Fisher—through comments in thick red pen—had significantly affected
not just the style of the writing but also the substance of the final book. Though
the media and archival record shows that Fisher had a hand in publicizing Japanese
Cooking in the American media from 1978 through 1982, it turns out that her
involvement in the project began in its conceptualization and followed through its
development as well. Her role in introducing Japanese cuisine to the American
culinary elite through the medium of Japanese Cooking: A Simple Art thus went
beyond simple promotion of the book: it also included her part in developing the
book into a transmission vector for Japanese culinary aesthetics and techniques that
was precisely tailored for a rapturous reception and subsequent endorsement by the
American culinary community.
Fisher’s extensive voluntary involvement in the Japanese Cooking project
grew organically out of her long professional and personal relationship with Shizuo
Tsuji. Fluent in French and trained as a journalist, Tsuji married into his wife’s
family and adopted her family name. Several years later, he also took over the
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presidency of the Tsuji Cooking School. Tsuji was a fine business strategist who
turned the Osaka-based cooking school for housewives into the biggest culinary
66
academy in Japan by the 1969, a status it retains today. Still headquartered in

Osaka, where a collection of seven large buildings in the city center houses the
main teaching kitchens and the research and development divisions, the Academy
now also operates subsidiary training campuses in Tokyo and Lyons, the French
campus containing an institute of advanced classical French cooking and a school
of pâtisserie.
In addition to being a connoisseur of Bach recordings,67 Tsuji was an
inveterate Francophile. His private library now occupies 522 linear feet in the
Tsuji Institute’s Library; more than two-thirds of that consists of classics of French
literature and haute cuisine. Tsuji knew and admired Fisher enormously for her
1949 translation of Brillat-Savarin’s The Physiology of Taste. In 1962, by then a
prominent figure in the Japanese food and restaurant industry, Tsuji took the first
step in his practical exploration of French haute cuisine by writing to Fisher to ask
for her help in arranging a letter of introduction to use during a study trip to
France that he was planning.
Fisher’s introduction to influential members of the French culinary scene
like Simone Beck and Georges Connes allowed Tsuji to meet and befriend Paul
Bocuse, Alain Senderens, and Fernand Point, three of the most important French
68
chefs of the 1970s and after. Tsuji’s trip to France that year was the first of many

and spawned a series of technical collaborations with the French haute cuisine
establishment. Tsuji’s reputation among these French thought leaders, as well as
the presence of the French outpost of the Tsuji Culinary Academy, served as
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Tsuji to Fisher, 15 December 1962; Fisher to Tsuji, 2 September 1963; Fisher to Georges Connes,
n.d.
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channels for Japanese culinary aesthetics to influence the aesthetic sensibilities of
French nouvelle cuisine.
Fisher’s generosity in this regard was based on mutual admiration and
respect: Tsuji for Fisher’s knowledge and instinctive understanding of the French
approach to food, and Fisher for the depth and breadth of Tsuji’s understanding of
the intricacies of French, Chinese, and Japanese cuisine (which he believed to be
the three great cuisines of the world). Fisher and Tsuji became friends as a result of
Tsuji’s letter of 1962, and she subsequently introduced him to many prominent
personalities of the American food world, people like Craig Claiborne, James
Beard, Samuel Chamberlain, Jimmy Welton, and Julia Child. They maintained a
consistent correspondence after that first exchange, and Tsuji would often come by
the San Francisco area when he was in America. The Tsuji Academy was
becoming very lucrative through its focus on professional vocational training in
major Western cuisines (notably French and Italian) in addition to traditional
Japanese and Chinese cookery. As a result, Tsuji was visiting America and Europe
on a regular basis by the 1970s. Almost every time he was on the West Coast, he
and his family would visit with Fisher.69
While the correspondence between Fisher and Tsuji during this period was
primarily social, there was also an intellectual dimension to it. Coming from
radically different culinary traditions (Eastern and Western) and foundations
(professional and avowed amateur), they were able to introduce each other to
unfamiliar bodies of literature. Fisher, being financially marginal even at the best of
times, restrained herself to recommendations; Tsuji’s financial success, on the other
hand, allowed him to send Fisher copies of rare French and Japanese cooking texts
on a fairly regular basis. In addition to these books, several items from Tsuji’s
69

Fisher to Eleanor Friede, 17 August 1963, after the first visit by the Tsuji family to her house in St.
Helena. Fisher wrote that, although “it is possibly the last as well as the first time I shall ever have
five Japanese people here (or anywhere),” she and the Tsujis had all hit it off and that she was “of
course laden with invitations [to visit them in Osaka].”
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growing library of instructional materials developed for the Academy’s professional
and advanced training programs also made their way into Fisher’s hands.70
Of these, Fisher’s interest was most piqued by those which examined the
ways in which cuisines and culinary philosophies could be translated across
radically different cultural contexts. Though this appears only infrequently as a
motif in her published writing other than in relation to the food of France, Fisher’s
correspondence with Tsuji reveals a keen interest in pursuing this kind of
translation of culinary language, technique, and philosophy. In one of his letters,
Tsuji mentioned a pamphlet he had written for advanced students of French
cooking at his school—“Études comparative des techniques culinaires de la cuisine
française vue par un Japonais,” or “Comparative Studies of French Culinary
Techniques from the Japanese Perspective”71—and he sent her, in 1972, a copy of
the original French version.
The pamphlet was a detailed exploration both of the philosophical
similarities between French and Japanese cooking and the technical differences
between the two. It drew heavily on Tsuji’s understanding of both cuisines to
translate the unfamiliar French culinary canon into a form comprehensible to his
Japanese students, and Fisher admired it greatly for its ability to introduce the spirit
of an unfamiliar culture to students in an approachable way.

70

71

The Tsuji Academy became prominent in the field of professional culinary education in Japan
largely because of a progressive curriculum that added French cookery to the traditional canon
(Japanese and Chinese). Its success in operating this curriculum lay, in turn, in the extensive and
carefully-researched body of instructional materials that Tsuji and his staff had produced.
Like most of the advanced texts for French culinary instruction at the Tsuji Culinary Academy, this
pamphlet was written in French and simultaneously published in Japanese. Hidenori Yamauchi,
Director of the Shizuo Tsuji Institute for Research in Culinary Instruction, noted that this practice
continues even today because of the strong connections between the Tsuji Academy and the
French haute cuisine industry. The growth of the Academy as a whole has allowed the
bureaucratization of key parts of its structure, including the curriculum development division
whose expertise in French cookery—courtesy of Shizuo Tsuji’s erudition and connections in
France—had played a major role in making it the most important professional cooking school in
Japan. According to Yamauchi, the Institute has been completely responsible for the production of
Academy training materials and collaborative publications with master chefs and scholars since
1988, and operated under the direct supervision of Shizuo Tsuji until his death in 1992.
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She wrote to Tsuji in May 1972 offering to write an introduction to the
book if he would prepare it for publication in America to add to the cross-cultural
exchange of cuisines, saying that she thought “it would be valuable and very
interesting to American students of international culture.” Tsuji demurred, saying
that he could not “write English to make someone understand my English to be
good one, so that I am d’accord if there is someone to do it for me [sic]. But I
suppose that will be difficile à trouver.”72 Fisher’s strong belief in the value of such a
work to America is visible in her reply in August 1972, when she wrote to
encourage him to “reconsider about publishing an English translation of your
explanation of French haute cuisine to your Japanese students. I think it would be
of great interest and value to readers of some such magazine as Gourmet,”73
eventually succeeding in persuading Tsuji to begin work on an English version of
the pamphlet. Tsuji sent a manuscript copy of the English translation to Fisher in
early 1974.
After reading the English translation, Fisher wrote to Tsuji’s translator in
San Francisco, Takako Ishizaki, to tell her that the pamphlet represented a
potentially valuable instrument for fostering an understanding of Japanese food in
America, and that the translation should attempt to “reverse his position as teacher,
and assume that he is trying to explain to a group of American cooks the
differences between their techniques and those in Japan,” because
the idea of trying to explain … the basic differences between Oriental and
Western cookery has always seemed important and interesting to me, and I know
of nobody as highly qualified as Mr. Tsuji to attempt it … [The English
translation covers plenty of technical ground but] it does not, however, give
more than a few hints about how and why a Japanese cook can accept such a
complete change of technique as the French haute cuisine demands. A Westerner
must be led to understand, through Mr. Tsuji’s lessons to his students, what an
enormous cultural and gastronomical leap there is, from one way of cooking to
the other. [The translation’s true value lies in making] it clearer that in spite of
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Fisher to Tsuji, 1 May 1972; Tsuji to Fisher, n.d. (between 1 May and 11 Aug 1972).
Fisher to Tsuji, 11 Aug 1972.
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cultural differences there can be common points of rapprochement between the
two life-styles.74

Fisher sensed that there was a fundamentally adaptable and robust
philosophy underlying the unfamiliar Japanese cuisine that American chefs in
particular could benefit from knowing. She tried to tell Tsuji (through Ishizaki)
that his familiarity with French haute cuisine—the intellectual and technical basis
for American haute cuisine at the time—uniquely qualified him to produce an
authoritative treatment of Japanese culinary philosophy and aesthetics specifically
written so that an American audience with little knowledge of the culture and
history of Japan could understand both the dramatic differences as well as the
points of possible compatibility between Western and Japanese cooking.
Fisher’s comments on the translated pamphlet would later motivate Tsuji’s
understanding of the Japanese Cooking project, and become the book’s conceptual
foundation. In his letters to Fisher after the initiation of the project, Tsuji made it
clear that his decision on the ultimate form Japanese Cooking would take was largely
guided by her opinion that the American culinary elite could benefit from being
introduced to Japanese cuisine and by her assessment of how that unfamiliar
culinary tradition could be introduced to that elite. “I have begun to think,” Tsuji
wrote,
of writing the Japanese book with comprehensive notes [instead of just a book of
recipes] to let the reader understand what the Japanese cuisine is. There are
several books on Japanese cuisine, but all of which are not sufficient enough to
make the American reader understand what it is … and the complete lack of
knowledge of our culture makes them go the misunderstood way and direction.75

Mary Sutherland, the Kodansha editor tasked to collaborate with Tsuji in
preparing the first draft of the book, also recalls that “Tsuji didn’t have a clue”
about the actual details of how the book was to ultimately be structured except
that he wanted “an [exceptionally high] level of detail, depth of history, and
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Fisher to Ishizaki, 13 March 1974.
Tsuji to Fisher, 18 April 1978.
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emphasis on the aesthetic philosophy of Japanese cooking to be incorporated,” and
that he wanted the book to be structured to “present all that detail in a way that
would allow the American reader to absorb it” so that it could be “a book to serve
as a cultural embassy to America.”76 Taken in context of his vagueness about details
of structure and presentation, Tsuji’s emphatic requirement of deep culturalhistorical coverage and understandability in Japanese Cooking strongly suggests that
the concept that triggered the entire project was not his own, but rather taken
wholesale from Fisher’s advice to him on reading the 1974 Ishizaki translation of
his Études.

77

""#""
In addition to giving Tsuji the high-level concept behind Japanese Cooking, Fisher
also contributed significantly to the development of the book for final publication.
Japanese Cooking was a collaborative effort between Kodansha International and
Tsuji’s staff,78 and Mary Sutherland remembers the writing stages of the project
well. When I finally met her late in October 2004, she assured me that the details
of what she called “the monumental Tsuji Project” from 1978 were still clear in
her mind. Her schedule dictated an early meeting, and over coffee and a burrito,
she told me what she remembered of Fisher’s involvement in the production of
Japanese Cooking: A Simple Art.
Sutherland’s recollections confirmed the impression I had gotten from
archival research, that Fisher’s substantive contributions to determining the
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Sutherland, interview.
Ibid. Schuefftan recalls that the Japanese Cooking project had originally been initiated by Katsuhiko
Sakiyama, a senior acquisitions editor at Kodansha International. Kodansha’s reputation and
editorial resources removed most of the obstacles that had earlier made Tsuji reluctant to accede to
Fisher’s request that he prepare a similar text along the lines of his Études.
Tsuji’s staff was primarily responsible for the content and Kodansha for editorial and publishing
oversight. However, the roles played by Kodansha editors and Tsuji’s employees were remarkably
permeable. For example, Schuefftan and Sutherland jointly researched and wrote one of the most
important content sections of the book, a listing of Japanese ingredients and their American
equivalents (“Ingredients,” see Fig. 7).
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innovative structure and contact of Japanese Cooking did not end with her role in
initiating the project and setting its broad objectives. Her knowledge of the target
readership and her personal interest in the project led Fisher to continue her
involvement even after returning from her visit to Osaka in October 1978.
Sutherland said that “the form of [the book] was shaped over the course of Mary
Frances’s visit and her involvement after that,” such that Fisher’s opinions on what
constituted optimal content and presentation ended up informing much of the
text.79
Sutherland recalls that Fisher’s visit to Japan was critical to the content of
the book in a way that the uninformed reader could not have known about.
Yoshiki Tsuji, Shizuo Tsuji’s son and current president of the Tsuji Group, told
me that his father’s intention was for Fisher to experience Japan the way he did, so
that she could use the experience as a basis for the introduction to Japanese
Cooking: A Simple Art.80 But there was another motivation underlying Fisher’s trip.
“The main purpose,” Tsuji wrote to Fisher,
of your coming to Japan watching the preparation is this very moment when you
ask what we are doing. You will probably ask about the materials and techniques
in the way you like, so that we can realize how Americans feel about our food
and cooking. Your pure, fresh impressions will be poured over on the authentic
way of our cooking.81

As a result, Fisher and Barr spent much of their time in Osaka in the
teaching kitchens with Tsuji’s head professor of Japanese cuisine, Koichiro Hata,
learning about the particular techniques that distinguished Japanese from Western
methods of cooking—techniques of making basic stocks like dashi, of making and
serving rice, more than twenty distinct lessons in total. The transcripts of these
lessons eventually became the basis for the series of fully-illustrated lessons that
takes up the first half of Japanese Cooking. These were lessons designed to teach
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Sutherland, interview.
Yoshiki Tsuji, interview by author, 2 August 2004.
Tsuji to Fisher, 18 April 1978.
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American readers about Japanese cooking techniques and familiarize them with
authentic Japanese ingredients or close substitutes available in America (see Fig. 7
and Appendix B).
Almost every major post-launch review of the book noted that these
technique lessons were critical in bringing Japanese cooking out of the realm of the
82
completely unfamiliar. The usefulness of these lessons can largely be attributed to

Fisher’s efforts during the Osaka lessons to ask specific questions that would
illuminate aspects of cooking that she found especially unfamiliar as an American
cook. The lessons in the final text—taken almost directly from transcripts of the
Osaka lessons—thus glide swiftly over familiar tasks. For example, Fisher noted
that, for the professional or serious amateur chef at which the book was targeted,
some tasks (like deboning a chicken) “involve nothing different or exotic and no
detailed description is necessary.”83
In contrast, Fisher took care in her lessons to make sure that Hata
highlighted aspects of the preparation of unfamiliar ingredients that might not be
obvious or intuitive to the untutored reader. One such ingredient was konbu, or
dried kelp, that is one of the principal components of dashi: “Good quality is
signified by thick, wide leaves, a dark amber color in the dried product, and a
whitish powder encrusting the surface. The whitish powder holds much of the
flavor of this seaweed … washing this seaweed would dissolve away its flavor.”84
Comparing the final text and the lesson transcripts Sutherland sent to Fisher, I
found that at least sixteen of the twenty lessons in Part One were only minimally
adapted from the lessons Fisher and Barr underwent in Osaka—an indication of
the degree to which Fisher understood the book’s intended audience.85
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See notes 8-10 in this chapter.
Tsuji, 134.
Ibid, 147. Fisher requested this addition in the archive manuscript dated 18 December 1979.
Sutherland, interview.

fig. 7. Entry on Japanese onions and their American substitutes. Taken from the
“Ingredients” section of Japanese Cooking, researched and written by Kim Schuefftan
and Mary Sutherland.
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In addition to being directly involved in research for the first half of the
book through her involvement in the Osaka lessons in 1978, Fisher also made
extensive contributions to the presentation of the rest of the material in Japanese
Cooking. The notes and comments she made on the manuscripts that Sutherland
sent reveal the extent to which Japanese Cooking was shaped by Fisher’s vision and
original intentions in encouraging Tsuji to write an English cookbook. Attached to
the December 1979 version of the manuscript is a note to Mary Sutherland
reminding her that “there are relatively few Japanese-speaking Westerners … The
gap between J + W words is enormous. This means constant interpretation.” Fisher
was responding to the extensive vernacular vocabulary used in the draft
manuscript, which she knew would be unfamiliar to the audience she envisaged.
She strongly encouraged Sutherland to rephrase instructions and ingredient
lists to make them easier for the American reader to use without sacrificing
authenticity. She even contacted Takako Ishizaki in San Francisco (in addition to
being Tsuji’s English translator, Ishizaki was also a Bay Area restaurateur whose
father had trained at the Tsuji Academy) to ask her to help Kodansha compile a list
of ingredients available in America that could act as substitutes for traditional
Japanese ingredients.86 The result of that effort was the “Ingredients” section that
provided detailed explanations of Japanese ingredients and lists of appropriate
American substitutes.
Fisher felt strongly that Japanese Cooking should be a catalogue of practical
recipes and techniques that would be accessible to Americans encountering
Japanese cooking for the first time. Many of the recipes in this late manuscript are
marked with slips of paper bearing comments like “(An impossible recipe)”87
where Fisher felt that the preparation techniques were either too involved or
required ingredients that were impossible to obtain or substitute. A comparison
86
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Fisher to Ishizaki, 15 April 1979.
Shizuo Tsuji, Japanese Cooking: A Simple Art, manuscript dated 18 December 1979.
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between the December 1979 manuscript and the final version of the book reveals
that many of the recipes Fisher criticized, for example the “Deep-fried ‘sesameship’ sole (Karei Rikyuu-age)” that she found “impossible,” were ultimately excised
in publication.
Even the visual appearance of the text owed much to Fisher’s belief—
which Tsuji adopted over the protests of the Kodansha editors—that line drawings,
not photographs, were the best, most informative form of illustration for a book
like this. Sutherland remembers that
the senior art staff were outraged that they weren’t going to get to use any glossy
photography at all, but in retrospect, photographs would have become dated very
quickly. As it is, you could look at the book and honestly think it had just been
published instead of almost a quarter-century ago. The drawings in the technique
section, especially the knifework, really do show more effectively what the
actions are and how they are different from what American readers would be
used to.88

Fisher’s involvement in Japanese Cooking officially went no further than the
introduction that she wrote for the book, but the evidence shows that she did
much more behind the scenes to ensure that her knowledge of the American
culinary scene shaped the content and presentation of Japanese Cooking for easy
assimilation. She thus materially increased the likelihood that the techniques,
recipes, and philosophy presented—Japanese cuisine, in short—would be accepted
by the American culinary elite.
""#""
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Sutherland, interview. Schuefftan also told me that the Kodansha sales department was vehemently
against the decision to illustrate with line drawings, but was overruled by Tsuji on Fisher’s advice
(telephone conversation with author, 22 March 2005). In Visual Explanations, statistician and
information designer Edward Tufte argues that line drawings are superior to photographs in
presenting information because they are able to selectively exclude visual information that is not
salient to the content being presented. Line drawings thus have a higher signal-to-noise ratio than
in photographs: “the diagram outperforms eye or camera” in its “capacity to show places or
activities that we are unable to see directly from one fixed viewpoint in the real world” (Cheshire,
CT: Graphics Press, 1997; 57).
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Conventionally, the role of trendsetting agents has been thought to lie mostly in
the dissemination of information, their personal influence creating a trend by the
effective dispersal of a given information quantum (whether concerning an object,
concept, or activity). As the history of Fisher’s contributions to the Tsuji project
shows, this conception of the trendsetting agent fails to capture their potential
contribution to the construction of the information quantum itself. Fisher’s role in
introducing Japanese cuisine to the elite culinary establishment was thus not only
to spread the message (by endorsing and promoting the book and the cuisine it
explained) but also to optimize the form that message took through the exercise of
her influence within the context of the project itself.
In a sense, Fisher provided detailed, focused market research to Tsuji’s
project by identifying not only a need in the market for new cuisines (her 1972
request to Tsuji to prepare a guide to Japanese cuisine for Americans) but also the
best way to assemble and present a product that would fill that need; her
reputation—Bourdieu’s symbolic capital—among the American and international
culinary elite legitimized her advice with Tsuji and the culinary elite, and allowed
her to shape the final content and form of the book.

leverage
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when i set out to explain japanese cuisine’s change in status from 1979 to
1982, two questions in particular motivated my inquiry. The first was how a
relatively unfamiliar Eastern cuisine could infiltrate a field already dominated by
French classical haute cuisine; the second was why the American haute cuisine
establishment accepted Japanese cuisine with such unusual speed. My exploration
of Japanese food swiftly turned into an exploration of how powerful trends in
American haute cuisine get set in motion and why they become successful.
The history of Japanese food’s reception in America showed that appeals to
conventionally-defined structural factors (like demographic, economic, and social
change) to explain trend adoption in the food industry could not fully explain the
fine detail of the sudden change in mindset among the American cultural and
culinary elite in the early 1980s. A theoretical approach, combined with some
probing into the inner workings of the haute cuisine industry, then suggested that
this incomplete explanation from conventional structural causes was because the
haute cuisine industry differs dramatically from the rest of the food industry in the
importance and pervasiveness of communities of high-level individuals—in other
words, structures operating on so fine a scale that they might more profitably be
identified and considered in terms of agency and inter-agent relationships.
Even the industry product, haute cuisine, requires transformation and
cultural-capitalisation through culinary elite consumption before it truly becomes
haute. This transformation affects all food production, in fact all production, but
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becomes more important where the product is largely defined by the infusion of
cultural capital from both producers and consumers—for example, in fine art and
haute cuisine. What was missing from the conventional account was a nuanced
understanding and appreciation of the role played by individual high-capital agents
in the haute cuisine industry and the fine-scale structures in which they are
imbricated.
The history of M.F.K. Fisher’s involvement in the introduction of Japanese
food to America in the 1980s showed that the direction and adoption speed of
trends in haute cuisine can be much better understood by considering these agents
and fine-scale structures within the context of structural change. The structural
factors outlined in Chapter 1 prepared the soil, but Japanese haute cuisine could
only blossom in America through the active involvement of agents like Fisher, a
member of the culinary elite community who had a disproportionate influence
over trends and tastes through reputation and personal connections. This explained
why the prestige media, the food media, and many prominent members of the
food community adopted Japanese cuisine as haute cuisine so rapidly in the 1980s:
they turned out to mostly be Fisher’s many close friends or devotees. The history
of Fisher’s involvement in Japanese Cooking shows that looking at agency or
structure as isolated opposites is inherently incomplete because they are coconstitutive and shade into each other at a sufficiently fine (or broad) level of
resolution. While Fisher did not bring about this revolution in haute cuisine taste
alone, she did trigger it in 1979 and was instrumental in shaping its accelerated
phase.
The theoretical model of the industry that I developed out of talking to
members of the industry further suggests—and the Fisher case study supports—
three related conclusions. The first is that certain members of the culture elite have
a disproportionate ability to effectively disseminate trends. This ability increases out
of proportion with the agent’s connectedness and position on the industry
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hierarchy—the fine-scale structure within the industry. Thus, influence in a given
community may be concentrated above the obvious level of mass-media
personalities.
The second conclusion is that trends themselves can be dramatically
improved if the elite agent’s industry knowledge is incorporated into the trend
development process. Fisher’s role in shaping the the final form and content of
Japanese Cooking was a critical determinant of the book’s success. Without her
input and advice on what the American audience needed, Japanese Cooking would
not have become or remained the authority on Japanese cuisine in America.
The third conclusion is that the success of Japanese Cooking—and thus of
Japanese cuisine in America—was largely due to the personal nature of Fisher’s
involvement in the conceptualization and development of the entire project.
Tsuji’s knowledge of the culinary world first connected him to Fisher in 1962, and
the relationship that grew up between Tsuji and Fisher then became the basis upon
which Tsuji identified the affinity between Japanese culinary aesthetics and Fisher’s
personal philosophical approach to food. This relationship was also the basis upon
which Tsuji brought Fisher into the project. Fisher’s affinity with Japanese cuisine
predisposed her to be committed to Japanese Cooking and the promotion of
Japanese cuisine, but Tsuji managed Fisher’s interaction with the project to
encourage even deeper involvement and commitment on her part. A little
knowledge on Tsuji’s part in 1962 turned out to be fundamental to the success of
the project.
The nature of the agent’s role in all of this is more important than is
apparent. Fisher’s endorsement of Japanese cuisine to the culinary community was
made much more powerful because it was largely disinterested—she used her
reputation in service of Japanese Cooking with little thought of personal gain. The
disinterested agent is a more powerful salesperson because his or her entire
reputation falls behind the product or trend endorsed. His or her endorsement is
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perceived as being motivated by personal faith in the quality of the trend endorsed,
not by self-interest. Katz and Lazarsfeld observe that one of the most significant
determinants of the flow and adoption of information within communities is the
benefit of sharing opinions and attitudes with others in the self-identified
community.1 The disinterested salesperson’s pitch is taken as information offered in
the spirit of values shared by the community, rather than as a pitch by an
individual or organization outside of that community of shared values.
The disinterested salesperson is thus one of the most powerful promotional
weapons in an industry like haute cuisine where endorsement by thought leaders is
perhaps the most important determinant of trend adoption. As the Fisher case
shows, this form of agent influence operates through channels that paid
advertisements and advertisers have only limited access to, and is potentially far
more effective than paid advertising or endorsements can ever be at making a trend
succeed.
""#""
It was a chance meeting with Barbara Haber that first introduced me to Japanese
Cooking: A Simple Art. It was also chance that led me to pursue the connection
between the introduction Fisher wrote for the book and the book’s success, which
in turn led to my discovery of the Fisher Papers at the Schlesinger Library and of
the many people who were originally involved in the production of Japanese
Cooking. Fisher was never a media superstar, her books sold well but not
spectacularly to a small and specific audience. Even Joan Reardon’s carefullyresearched posthumous biography of Fisher barely mentions her impact on
Japanese food in America. Without the chain of improbable events that led me to
Fisher’s involvement in Japanese Cooking, it would have been nearly impossible to

1

Katz and Lazarsfeld, Personal Influence, 48-65.
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discover the true extent of Fisher’s influence over the adoption of Japanese food in
America, since her mode of operation (influence within her personal networks)
and the means by which that was enlisted (Tsuji’s interaction with Fisher) fall
outside the range of what is conventionally considered influential and noteworthy.
That influence of the nature and magnitude Fisher possessed can easily go
almost completely unnoticed reflects some broader inadequacies in our collective
understanding of the mechanisms of mass influence: we do not understand how
agency is co-constituted and connected with structure, what the determinants are
of these connections, and how these connections function as mechanisms for
promoting change. Fisher’s case goes some way towards rectifying these
deficiencies by showing that some communities and industries develop dense and
highly-contingent networks of interpersonal relations over time which link
individual agents into larger systems of mass influence.
These connections between agents and larger systems possess latent
potential for rapid and wide-ranging information dissemination and opinion
change when agents set them in motion. Further, these systems seem to be set in
motion without the intentionality usually associated with major change—Tsuji and
Fisher did not conspire or collude to make Japanese Cooking the most successful
Japanese cookbook ever to hit the American market—and that lack of
intentionality amplifies rather than attenuates their effectiveness through the
disinterested salesperson effect.
At first glance, this seems to imply that it is impossible, or at least difficult,
to intentionally manipulate these systems of influence in industries like haute
cuisine; intentionality appears to be impossible when these systems depend on its
absence to function effectively. But this is not necessarily true. Though there is no
evidence that Tsuji had any intention of using Fisher instrumentally, this is what
the Tsuji-Fisher interaction implies if we look at it as a model for prospective
action: if you had a trend that you were looking to promote in a taste-based
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industry, it would be remarkably easy to increase the probability of your success
with only a little bit of knowledge about who the movers and shakers are in the
industry. If you use that knowledge to find an influential agent who believes that
your trend is worthwhile, half the battle is won: not only does the agent’s industry
knowledge validate your trend’s basic appropriateness, it also establishes the affinity
between your trend and the agent’s personal value system.
All you need do thereafter is encourage this affinity between elite agent and
trend, and allow the agent to continue his or her involvement in trend
development. The agent also retains his or her status as a disinterested salesperson
and proselyte for your trend. The rest almost comes naturally. While not every
agent-trend interaction can be expected to go as smoothly or successfully as the
Fisher/Japanese Cooking interaction did, the outline of how to optimize the agenttrend relationship is clear from Fisher’s case. These are relatively simple, commonsense strategies that require only a little strategic knowledge about the target agent
and the target industry.
The significance of this depends, of course, on the extent to which the
nature and magnitude of Fisher’s leverage over the American haute cuisine
industry is replicable or generalizable across other spheres of community or
industry. Though not all areas of life are equally susceptible to influence exercised
through the mechanisms described above, it seems to me that these mechanisms
are more likely to arise wherever influence accumulates in a small enough group of
individuals that each has the multiplier effect that Fisher had among the culinary
elite.
I propose that the intangibility of the capital around which a community is
constituted is the critical determinant of its susceptibility to this form of agentbased mass influence. As Bourdieu observes, when capital is largely intangible, it
tends to accumulate in individuals because agents or groups of agents—not physical
objects—are the loci for its reproduction, distribution, and accumulation. If
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Bourdieu is also correct in describing cultural and social capital as the only forms of
capital that are largely intangible, this makes the Fisher findings of how systems of
personal influence connect with systems of mass influence potentially generalizable
across many of the non-economic spheres of life in which cultural and social
capital play major roles.2
All I can say is that this potentially powerful and widely-applicable tool for
change should be better understood before any broader conclusions about it are
drawn, even if only to see if I am right in my belief that many of the communities
and institutions we value most as individuals and societies are susceptible both to
(beneficent) improvement and (malevolent) manipulation through the mechanisms
I have identified in this study. After all, while the story of Japanese haute cuisine’s
adoption in America may suggest to me that levers really do exist that can move
the world easily and with little force, I recognize that on another level, it is just a
story of something that went from yuck to yum, and how.

2

Bourdieu, “The Forms of Capital,” 246-247.

appendices

appendix a
When Fisher visited Osaka, Tsuji brought her to Kitcho, a kaiseki restaurant of such refinement and
exclusivity that introductions by trusted patrons were required just to obtain a reservation. Even
then, the average wait time was over a year. Fisher ate at Kitcho three times in the two weeks she
spent in Japan in 1978. The year after Fisher’s visit, Kitcho’s owner published a limited edition fineart photography book of its monthly seasonal menus,1 and I was allowed access to Tsuji’s personal
copy when I visited Osaka in August 2004. I was thus able to see a close analog of what Fisher saw
and ate when she went to Kitcho in October 1978. Though the annotations to the plates were
contained in a separate volume which has since been misplaced, Kazuki Kondo from the Tsuji
Institute was able to explain the significance of a few of these art objects and dishes. Where
available, this information is presented in captions accompanying the figures.
Both Kim Schuefftan and Mary Sutherland recall that nothing in Fisher’s experience had
prepared her for the density of associations surrounding a meal at a top-ranked kaiseki restaurant
like Kitcho. Though kaiseki food is prepared to a high level of technical sophistication, the cultural
capital vested in the food and the setting may well be the more important component of the meal.
Connoisseurship is central to kaiseki consumption. A well-educated, culturally- and intellectuallyqualified Japanese kaiseki patron would be expected to recognize the symbols of the fall season
scattered throughout the meal and the decorations in the dining room. The dish in Plate a9, for
example, contains both an explicit marker of the fall (red Japanese maple leaves) and an implicit
marker (the sashimi is of sakura-tai, a fish considered to be at its peak flavor, or shun, in the fall).
The Japanese citrus fruit featured in Plates a5, a6, and a10 (yuzu) is also a traditional fall ingredient.
The cultural capital vested in the food and setting would also have extended to the utensils
and dishware used to serve the food. At least five art objects are featured in this set of plates. The
tokonoma scroll is a meibutsu (treasured or named object), with calligraphy by Matsudaira Fumai, an
early nineteenth-century tea master and founder of the Fumai School of the tea ceremony (Plate
a1); the other four cannot be definitively identified on the basis of the plates themselves but are also
likely to be meibutsu (Plates a2, a3, a4, a7).
Fisher would have had the benefit of Tsuji’s connoisseurship during her visits to Kitcho,
and so would have realized the extent to which Japanese food was, as she put it, a highly-refined
way of “answering many hungers”2 by enriching the network of cultural, historical, and personal
associations surrounding food. While Fisher was clearly aware that not all Japanese had the
opportunity to eat as she did during her visit, the mnemic richness of the food she experienced left
a deep and enduring impression on her.

1
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Teiichi Yuki, Kitcho (Osaka: Kokusha, 1979).
M.F.K. Fisher, introduction to Japanese Cooking: A Simple Art, by Shizuo Tsuji and Koichiro Hata
(New York: Kodansha, 1980), 15.
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plate a1. Tokonoma scroll by Matsudaira Fumai (1751-1818), seventh lord of the
Matsudaira family, hereditary governors of Izumo Province. Fumai was a tea master
and founder of the Fumai School of the tea ceremony. This scroll is considered a tea
ceremony treasure by association. Text reads 庭前栢樹子: “The great oak stands before
the hall” (author’s translation, with assistance from Hiroko Kimura). Displayed by
Kitcho in October, as a marker of the fall season when the oak leaves begin to turn.
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plate a2. Room display, showing hanging scrolls (probably meibutsu) with cicadas,
another symbol of the fall season. Also note floral arrangement turning to fall colors.
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plate a3. Brushwork scroll, probably a meibutsu.
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plate a4. Brushwork painting (likely Buddhist), probably a meibutsu.
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plate a5. Alternative to the hassun course, featuring grilled Japanese yam (yama-imo)
cubes, Japanese cucumber segments, and shrimp (ebi), on pine needle skewers. The
Japanese citrus (yuzu) cups contain chopped chestnuts (kuri) and other foods (see
Plate a6). Kondo speculates that the hassun form has been extended here to include
foods from both the traditional diametric pairs of field/river, mountain/sea.
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plate a6. Hollowed-out yuzu cups filled with chopped chestnuts and grated radish
and tomato.
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plate a7. Glazed, inscribed ceramic serving trays, probably a meibutsu.
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plate a8. Iced sakura-tai sashimi garnished with Japanese maple leaves and served in
twig bundles. Both the maple leaves and the twig bundles represent the fall season,
as does the tai, which is at its best in the spring and fall.
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plate a9. Another presentation of sakura-tai sashimi, garnished with chestnut leaves
(representing the fall).
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plate a10. Alternative presentation of hassun and sunomono courses, with pine
needle and trefoil (mitsuba) garnish.

appendix b
Japanese Cooking: A Simple Art was a groundbreaking cookbook primarily because of its innovative
format. More than half of the book was given over to extensive lessons in Japanese culinary
philosophy, ingredients and their American substitutes (for which, also see Fig. 6), and cooking
techniques. These technique lessons were particularly effective in making Japanese cooking
accessible to American readers and professional chefs.
Fisher spent much of her time during her 1978 visit to Japan in the teaching kitchens with
Tsuji’s staff. Her role was to highlight the parts of Japanese cooking technique that would bewilder
American chefs, and to help find ways of explaining these techniques to them in terms they could
understand. These sessions were taped and later transcribed and rewritten into the technique
chapters that would take up almost half the book.
The nimono (simmering) technique lesson (pages 218 to 224 of Japanese Cooking) is
provided here to illustrate the attention Fisher, Sutherland, and Schuefftan paid to highlighting
salient points of contrast between Japanese and Western techniques. It begins by contextualizing
simmering in the repertoire of the Japanese kitchen (218), and then points out important rationales
for particular steps in the simmering process, in an attempt to help American chefs recognize the
importance of these apparently-minor details to the successful execution of a nimono dish. Key
examples include the intentional replacement of sugar with mirin (sweetened saké) when simmering
light-colored vegetables (219), the function of the otoshi-buta or drop-lid (220), and how to find a
substitute for the wooden drop-lid (221).
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